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Ahs6n"æeÉ

Breast caltcer is the rnost colllllron caucer diagnosed among Canadian women. Even

thotrgh callcer care services have been improving, people still continue complaining

about waiting tirnes to access surgery. People are always curious about how long they

can survive after diagnosed with breast caucer.

In this practicutn, we use rlon-pal'alretric (the Kaplan-Meier) rnetllod and

serni-parametric (Cox regression rnodel) method to do waiting time (e.g., fi.orn

diagnosis to first surgery) and survival tirne (e.g., fr.orn diagnosis to death or

entigration) analysis respectively. The data are fronr Cancer Registry at CancerCare

Manitoba a¡rd the Manitoba Health's Population Registration File at Manitoba Health.

For the waiting tirne analysis, we irrvestigate the waiting time curve and test

the difference on waiting times by diagnosis age group, cancer stage, region, and

betweell urban and rural. For the sr-rrvival tirne analysis, we test the difference on

survival by caltcer stage, region, and between urban and lural, income within urball

and within rural. We then identifl, significant covariates (e.g., waiting times, diag¡osis

age and callcer stage) that affect suruival times. Finally, we select the best statistical

lnodel by incorporating significant covariates into the model. Results from this

practicum indicate that waiting times are significant different by cancer stage and

region. The survival titnes are sigrtificant different by diagnosis age, caucel.stage and

income within urban.
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1.1 Medical Background

Irt Canada, the most frequently diagnosed cancer amol.tg Canadian women is

breast caltcer, whicli is the second leading cause of caucer death behind Iung carlcer.

There is an upward trend for incidence rates arnollg wolrìel1 of age over 50, while (in

the past decade) mortality rates are starting to decline.

In Manitoba, about 800 women are newly diagnosed with breast cancer and

about 200 patients all.ìot.tg newly and previor-rsly diagnosed with breast caucer die each

year. Even though the incidence rate is really higli compared with the other provinces,

the mortality rate has been stabilized due to befter screeniug programs and improved

treatments.

ltt 1996, the province established a screening program called Scree¡ing

Mammography. It is a l.nost effective way to detect breast calìcer at its early stage. A

wolnall without symptoms of breast cancer between the age of 50 a¡d 69 should have

a screening ll'ìalnlnography once every two yeats. In Manitoba, the screeniug program

is called Marlitoba Breast Screening Program (MBSP) that includes two procedures: a

breast X-ray (rnarlmogram) and information session on breast health. The earlier a

callcer is detected, the Inore Iikely treatrlents are successful, and a higher chance for



the bteast caucer patients to survive.

The treatment options for breast cancer patients include surgery, radiation

therapy, chemotherapy and hormonal therapy. Arnong these treatlnent options, surgery

is the most collmon procedure and can be carried out easily in local hospitals. The

types of surgical pt'ocedures for breast cancer include breast-conserving surgery

(BCS), mastectomy, axillary lyrnph node dissection (ALND), sentinel lyrnph node

biopsy (SLNB). and breast reconstruction. Details for each procedure are as follows:

l. Segrnental (lumpectomy) mastectomy, which is usually followed by

radiation therapy, is a breast-conserving surgery and rernoves the lurnp

and up-to one-quarler ofthe breast tissue.

2. Mastectomy includes simple, modified radical and radical mastectomy.

Simple mastectomy removes the entire breast tissue excluding lyrnph

nodes under the arm and muscles under the breast; modified radical

mastectomy rernoves the entire breast tissue including some lyrnph nodes

and small muscles; and radical mastectomy l.enloves the entire breast

tissue, lymph nodes and all muscles.

Axillary lyrnph node dissectiorl re'roves all axillary lyrnph nodes.

Sentinel lyurph node biopsy relnoves one to three sentinel nodes to test

for cancer. If the 
'odes contaiu cancer, then all axillary nodes are

rerloved by the axillary lyrnph node dissection procedure.

J.
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5. Breast reconstruction reconstructs a breast that has been removed by

lnastectomy procedure. The procedure is done at tlle tirne of mastectomy

or after.

Which surgical procedure should be taken is determined by the stage of

tulnour and the patient's preference.

1.2 Objectives

The most intensive procedure of breast caucer is surgery. Even though treatments

have been irnproved and the screening program has been established, people still

complained about the waiting time to access surgery and wondered whether their

survival tirnes are affected by some factors (e.g., diagnosis age, callcer stage). The

following Iists the detail of our objectives.

what is the overall pattern of waitingtime from diagnosis to first surgery and

whether waiting tintes are different arnor.rg caucer stage, diagnosis age group,

region, and between urban and tural?

2. What is the overall survival curve and whether tlle survival times are affected

by waiting tirnes, cancer stage, diagnosis age, region, befween urban and rural,

and income within urban and within rLlral?

3' Selectthe optirrlal statistical model that best describes tlie survivaltimes with

significant covariates incorporated into the model.



Hopeftrlly, our study will provide solre helpful infonnation to improve the

healthcare system.

1.3 Available Datasets

In this study, there are two datasets available. They are the ManitobaCarrcer Registry

database housed at CancerCare Manitoba (CCMB), and the Manitoba Health's

Population Registration File (MHPR) frorn Manitoba Health.

The Manitoba Cancer Registry is a population-based cancer registry tliat

contains all cancer cases in Manitoba. It collects patient dernographics (i.e., patients,

llalre, sex, birth date and region of residence at diagnosis), tumour characteristics (i.e.,

tulnour type and cancer stage at diagnosis), vital status (alive or deceased) and some

treatment information. The cohoft is all Manitoba wornen diagnosed with invasive

(lCD-g 174 attd ICD-10 C50) or in situ (lCD-g 233.0 and ICD-10 D05) breast carìcer

fi'om 1995 1o2003 (approxirnately 7000 wornen). ICD-9 and ICD-10 are the 9th a¡d

lOth version of Intemational Classification of Diseases (lCD) coding system

developed by the World Health Organization (WHO). ICD-9 had been used to classify

diseases, health conditions and procedules up to December 31, 1999, and was

replaced by ICD-10 on January 1,2000. Appendices A.2 lists ICDS and ICDI0

diagnosis codes for female breast cancer. Solne wornen do not have any treatme¡t

illfonnation and we also canuot tell whether they are still waiting for treatments or

they are not qualified for surgeries because of their health conditions. Therefore, we

only select worneu who (about 6000) have a surgery (or surgeries). In most cases,



womell have ntore than one turnour. In order to sirnplify the analysis, the algorithm is

used to select one turnour per woman. See section 4.1 for details.

The MHPR plovides patient's last cancellation date and reasons (death or

emigration from the province) of terminatillg coverage.

Finally, the Manitoba Health data is linked to the Cancer Registry data by

scrambled unique personal identifiers.

1.4 Confidentialitv

As an etnployee of CCMB, I have signed Personal Health Information Act (PHIA)

compliance ceftificates in order to keep all health data confidential. This study has

been approved by Research Resource Impact Contmittee (RRIC) at CCMB, Health

Research Ethics Board (HREB) of the FacLrlty of Medicine at the University of

Manitoba and Health Information Privacy Committee (HIPC) at Manitoba Health.

Therefore, all data related to this study are kept confÌdentially.

The cohort is extracted from Cancer Registry data at CCMB, and scrambled

unique persoltal identifiers are created before sending a request to Manitoba Health to

get patients' information on termination of coverage. The Manitoba Health data is

extracted at Manitoba Health according to the cohort extracted frorn the Manitoba

Cancer Registry data, and then sent back to the Department of Epiderniology and

Cancer Registry at CCMB with scrambled personal identifiers on a password

protected disc. The analysis is thell perforrned at the Departlnent of Epiderniology and



Cancer Registry at CCMB. During the analysis, scrambled personal identifiers are

used to track the patients. All the other personal identifìers, sllch as patients'nau'ìe,

address and persoual health identification nulnber (PHIN), are rernoved from the final

database used for the analyses. The results sr-rmmarized in this practicum are only

based on groups of patients in this cohoft.

1.5 Statistical Methods and Analysis

This is a rett'ospective study. The cohoft consists of Manitoba wornen who

wele diagnosed with breast cancer fi'orn I 995 to 2003 and lrad a surgery (or surgeries).

There are two parts of analysis - the waiting time analysis (from diagnosis to first

surgery) and the survival time analysis (fi'om diagnosis to death or emigratio¡).

1. For the waiting time analysis, the Kaplan-Meier method is used to

ulrderstand the overall paftern for waiting times to first surgery. The

log-rank test (also knowu as the Mantel-Haenszel test) is used to

deteruritle whether waiting times are the same by cancer stage, diagnosis

age grotlp, regiou, and between urban and rural, at the 5o/o significant

level(ø) . If the P-value is less tha,5%o for any covariates, we

conclude that waiting times are different by hat covariate; otherwise,

there are no difference on waiting times.

2. For the survival time analysis, the Kaplan-Meier method

understand the overall survival curve and also the survival

is used to

curves by



callcer stage, region, and between urban and rural, income within urban

and within rural. The differences of these covariates on survival are

tested by the log-rank test at the5Yo significant level(ø). Finally, the

Cox regression model is used to find out how continuous variables (i.e.,

waiting tilnes to first surgery, diagnosis age and caucer stage) affect

survival tirnes.

The analyses are performed witli SAS 9.1 . The Kaplan-Meier method ca¡ be

invoked by specifying METHOD:KM in PRoc LIFETEST statement and cox

regression model can be produced by PROC PHREG procedure.

1.6 Structure of the Practicum

In chapter 2, we briefly review the theoretical background regardi¡g the

Kaplan-Meier method. In chapter 3, we review the Cox regression model, and show

how the nttmerical computation can be irnplernented in the statistical SAS software.

In chapter 4, we introduce how tlle data are cleaned and variables are defined. In

chapter 5, we interpret the results for the waiting time analysis. I¡ chapter 6, we

interpret the results for the survival time analysis. In chapter 7, we summarize our

stLrdies and discuss future studies for Breast Cancer. In Appendices, SAS codes are

listed.
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2.1 Basic Concepts and Functions in Survival Analysis

In clinical studies, sul'vival time can be defined as the time from diagnosis to

an event, such as a surgery or death.

Let T denote tlle stlrvival time that is any non-negative randoln variable.

The survivor functiort .9(r) is the probability of an individLlal surviving longer than

¡ > 0 and is given by

S(r)= P(T>t)

=t_F(t).

(2.1.1)

Moreover, .s(0) = I and ,s(co) = Q . The value of s(r) decreases with increasing

survival time. F(r) is the cumulative distribution ftrnction and is the probability of

an individual surviving less than or equal to /.

The hazard filnction /zo (l) is used to express the risk of death at time / a¡d is

the probability of an individual experiencing an event in a small interval, (t,t + Lt),

conditional on having survived to time /:

/rt¡) = linr IPQ <T <t + Lt lT >_ t)\

^1-ol N l

We can rewrite the numerator of 2.1 .2 as

(2.1.2)



P(t<T</+A/)
P(T >_ t)

F(t + At)- F(t)
s(¿)

Plugging back to 2.1 .2, we have

.. (rç +41)-F(/)l r
/z(¡)= lirn {-¡-

^/+ol Lt J.gt¡)

_ .f (t)
s(I)

- - 
d 

{lrr1s(r)}.
dtl

Then taking integral for both sides, we have

S(r) = exp{- ø1r¡} . eJ .3)

Eqtration (2.1.3) indicates that the survivor function is eqr-ral to the exponential of the

negative of the cumulative hazards function.

2.2 Estimation of the Survivor F'unction

ln clinical and epiderniological studies, the Kaplan-Meier method (also known as the

product-lirnit (PL) estirnator) is the rnost popLrlar method for the preliminary survival

analysis of data. This method can produce the overall estimated survivor function, the

estimated sul'vivor functions by different groups (e.g., age), and the median (or

percentile) survival time estimator(s). It can also test the fit of some parametric

regression models (e.g., exponential).

Suppose that there are n individuals with Æ distinct observed survival



times in the study. At each observed survival time, there is at Ieast one event occurred

and the events occur independently. The observed distinct survival tinres are ordered

as tu¡<tp¡...1Í\r), where k<n. Lef fr¡,.i =1,2,...,k , be the number of

individuals who have not experienced the events right before t,,, and individuals

wlro are censored ut tt¡¡ are included. Let d, be the nurnber of individuals who

have experietrced an event at /,r,. Then, the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the survivor

function is

sAl : n f*),.i =1,2,...,k,t eft¡¡¡, t1,*,¡).
¡:q,rst ft Ì

(2.2.1)

For0<¡<..11¡, sll¡=I since l,¡ isthefirstobservedsurvival time; forl,, 1t1t1¡¡,

the estimate of the survivor fuuction is expressed as equatiou (2.1.1);fort2tç¡¡, if the

survival time is censored, then.S(l) is undefined. OtherwiseSlr¡ = 6

Slr; ao.. not change between the consecutive observed survival times and

it decreases with the observed survival tirnes increasing, therefore, the plot of S¡r¡ i,

a step function and is plotted Lrsing PLOTS:(S) in SAS.

2.3 Estimation of the Median Survival Time

After the stlrvivor function has been estimated, it is easy to estilnate the median

survival time.

In clinical and epiderniological studies, the median is used to summarize the

data. The median survival time r(50) is defined as the time at which 50%o of

individuals have not experienced a' event. The formula is given as

IO



.ç{¡(50)} = 0.5 . (2.3.1)

Becattse the estirnate of the survivor function is a step function, the estimate of the

Ilredian event time ilSO; is defiued to be the smallest observed survival time such

that its correspottding estimated survivor function is less than 0.5. It is equivalent to

the following equatiou

ilSO;: nrin{/,,, ¡S11,,,) < 0.5},-¿ =1,2,...,k.

if ,S11,,,) = 0.5 does not exist, or is equal to

" (t . +/1,*r¡)
/(50)= r/r

2

if ,S11,,, ) = 0.5 exists.

(2.3.2)

(2.3.3)

2.4Detection of the Difference on Survival Curves

The questioll "whether the survivor functions are the same by different groups (e.g.,

age)" can be answered by the following hypothesis test procedure.

Firstofall, let'stestwhetherthesurvivolfunctionsarethesarnein 2groups.

The hypotheses are:

110 : S, (¡) = S. (¿)

H ,, : S,(l) * .S, (l)

TIle statistic is the log-rank test (also linown as the Mantel-Haenszel test) and can be

obtained using a STRATA statement in pRoC LIFETEST procedure. Before

intfoducing the log-rank test forurula, \rye assLnrìe that there are È independent and

distinct observed survival times in the combined group, which al.e ordered as



Í.,,, 1t¡z¡... < /,*, . Let d, and d", , j =1,2,..., k , be the number of individuals

lravirrg experieuced an event from group 1 and 2 aÍ I,,t respectively. Let n,, and

n., be the nuurber of individuals at risk at tt¡t fi'orn group 1 at'td2 respectively. The

total number of events occurring al tt¡l is d,=dr, +d", and the total number of

ilrdividuals at lisk ãt 1,.,, is u , = nt t + n. | .

The log-r'ank statistic for each group is the surn of the difference between the

observed number of events and the corresponding expectecl nulnber of events at all

observed survival tiures, and is expressed as

u,, =Z(d,, - u,,), (2.4.1)

(2.4.2)

(2.4.3)

its transpose. Each elenent of

wlrere i = 1.2 a.rd e,, - n, ,0,/ 
, 

.

The log-rank test statistic (Mantel and Haenszel (1959)) is

(Jt t. 2__ v't' 
^l 

)
Yl

{"r,'=,d,(n,-d,)
2--;:r,, u

(J t,'V 1,-t 
(J 

r. ,

where Ur_ is a vector with g elements and Ur_' is

wllete V. =1.

The log-rank statistic follows a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom

when 110 is true.

We can extend the Iog-rank test statistic to test the difference on survival in

g groups. Then the test statistic would follow a chi-square distribution with g - 1

degrees of freedom when l1o is true. The test statistic is



(J,.can be expressed as

k

Z@r,-er)"
'l= I

Lef V,, be a g by g variance-covariance ntalt"ix, with element

(2.4.4)

(2.4.s)

wlret'eilI,I':1,2,...,g. Whennl=r) we have 6,,,,.:7 and V,.,,,,.is the variance a¡d

tlre values are along the diagonal in the variance-covariance matt"ix. When z + r ) we

llave 6,,,,. = 0 and V,,,,,is the covariance and the values are offthe diagonal.

we draw our conclusiou based on the p-value in sAS output. If

theP -valtte <5yo, there is strong evidence to reject the nLlll liypothesis alld conclude

that different groups have different survivor times. Otherwise, there is not enough

evidence to reject the null hypothesis and the conclusion is that there seems to þave

no difference on survival times by groups.

,, {n,,¡d ,1r, -d)6*, _Lr./ !.,,, = 
È ,çU _, fr,
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T'Rae Cox R.egnessåoxa &¡Aodeå

In medical and epidemiological studies, the fonn of the distribution of the survival

tilne usually is unknown. Therefore, parametric methods have to be replaced in order

to identiô, significant prognostic factors. In this chapter, we review the Cox

regressiou model and its related statistical inference.

Cox first proposed the Cox regression model, also known as the proportional

hazards model in 1972. Since thett, it has become the widely Lrsed model for rnodel

fitting and for identifl,ing significant prognostic factors in medical and

epidemiological studies. Since the model does not require any specific form of the

survival tinle distribtttion, it is also known as the semi-pal'ametric regression model.

3. 1 Proportional Hazards Model

Tlre general form of the proportional hazards model introduced by Cox (1972) can be

written as

h(tlX)=hoQ)exp(p'X), (3.1.i)

wlrere ¡ is tlle event tirne, X =(x,xz)...,xt))' is a pxlcolumn vector of covariates

wlrose values are recorded at the time of origin, þ = (þ,, þr,..., Þ,,)' is a pxl colulnn

vector of regressioll coefficients, h¡(t) is called the baseline hazard function when all



covariates ofthe hazard function have values of zero.

Frorn (3.1 .1), the hazard function for the i'l'individual can be expressed as

h,(t) = hoQ)exp(p,x,, * þzxr.,+...+ P,xt,,). (3.1 .2)

This model is uamed as a proportional llazards model because the ratio of the

ltazard function (or the hazard ratio) for any two individuals does not change with

survival tilne l. In order to understaud why the Cox regression rnodel is also named

as tlre proportional hazards model, sllppose there are two individuals i and .j, and

their hazard frrnctions are expressed as (3.1.2). Then the l'tazard ratio becomes

ffi:exp{pr(rr, 
--ïrr) + Þ.(x., - xr¡) + ...t þ,,(x,,, - x,,,)} . (3.r.3)

It is obvioLrs that (3.1.3) is independent

functions graphed in the same plot should

study time.

time, which lreans any two hazard

parallel to each other throughout the

(3. r.4)

of

be

SubseqLrently, from (3.1 .2)

lt (t\

ñ= 
exp(p,x,, t þ:x:, +...+ pt,xt,).

and

lt (t\ I'
lfr-jlr:' = þtxt¡ * þzxz, +...+ p,xpi =lÞr,xr,. (3.1.5)

h"(l) ' t t- 
r=r

Equation (3.1.5) is a linear function of the products of covariates and their

corresponding coeffìcients.

Among many available statistical programs, pRoc PHREG in sAS is tlie

tllost powerfttl one for handling ties in observed data, and tied data are often observed

in rnedical studies.
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3. 2 Partial Likelihood Estimations

Tlre maxirnum paltial likelihood method proposed by cox (1972) can be used to

estimate the coefficients p,, pr,..., Þ r .

The likeliliood function for the propoltional hazards model of (3.1.2) can be

defined as two terrns:

The firstterm includes both h¡¡ (t),tl're baseline l"tazard function, arñ B,tl-te

vectot' of coeflìcients.

The second term only inclLrdes /.

Only the first term is collsidered as the ordinary likelihood function, while the second

term is ignored. Even though there is a rnissing terln in the partial likelihood function,

the estimates obtained by the partial likelihood still have the two impoftant properties

as the usual maxirnum likelihood estimates. The saurpling distribution of the

parameter estimator is approximately normal and the estilnators are unbiased. This is

the first property. The other one is that it considers the ranks of the survival times

instead of the numerical values during the estimatior pr.ocedure.

Cox (1972) proposed two different partial likelihood functions. The first one

is based on the survival times observed in a continuous scale without ties and the

second one is in a situation where the survival times are observed at discrete times

with ties. Later, Breslow (1974) and Efron (1977) rnodified Cox's partial likelihood

function when the observed survival times are observed continuously with ties. So far,

tlle above estilnation methods can be applied when the survival times are lneasured o¡

l6



either a contil"utous scale or a discrete scale. Different estimation procedures of

survival tirnes with or without ties are reviewed in the following two sections,

respectively.

3. 2. 1 Estimation Procedures without Ties

Suppose that there are Æ distinct obseryed survival times tlrat are recorded fi'om ¡z

observed individuals, and there are n-k right-censored observations. At each observed

survival time, tltere is only oue eveut occurred. Therefore, the /r distinct observed

srrlvival times can be ordered as tu¡ l ttr¡ ( ... < /rol and tlleir corresponding

covatiates at tirne l( j) aïe 11r¡,11:¡ ,...,x1k¡. LetR(1,,,) ,.j =1,2,...,k, be the set of

individLrals who are at rislt attintet,,,, which lneaus that these individuals have not

experienced au evetlt at time /, ,,

Cox (1972) defned the paltial likelihood function based on (3.1.2) in rlie

following form

L(p) =l i = 1,2,...n ,

(3.2.1)

(3.2.2)

r -lì
I exp(p',r-, ) |

l>-,"f"tø.,l ¡

or equivalently

u'here d¡ is atr eve¡rt indicator whose values is equal to zero if l¡ is right-censored and

one if /¡ is unceltsored. Then the corresponding log-paftial Iikelihood function is



ft L(B):Zd,{P'*' - ltt,.ä,) exp(P'x,)J ,

Tlre maxirnurn paftial likelihood estirnators, þ , in tl"re

solution to the following sinrultaneous equations by

iterative procedure (Collett ( l99a)):

AQ@D 
^

--U.

ap

(3.2.3)

proportional hazards model is a

applying tlre Newton-Raphson

(3.2.4)

3. 2. 2 Estimation Procedures with Ties

Suppose that there are Æ distinct observed survival times from ¡z observed individuals

irr tlre str-rdy.Ler. R(t¡¡1,.J =7,2,...,k,be the risk setat t¡¡ and nt¡¡ be the number of

evetrts occurring at time t¡¡1.Then there are nt¡¡11 possible ways to order their survival

tilnes when the observed survival times are at a discrete scale. The partial Iikelihood

of eaclr possibilitycan be written as (3.2.1), hence, the surn, Z¡, is tl'te union of the

partial Iikeliliood of all possibilities withp covariates at time t¡¡. Finally, the partial

Iikelihood with ties is the produ ct of eacl-t 2,.

Cox (1972) proposed the partial likelihood function with ties, when the

observed event times are at a discrete scale, as the following forrnula

L,,(þ) =ll exp(B'2,)

l=l I,.o,1,,,,,,,,)exl(Þ' z,)
(3.2.s)

The partial likelihood function with ties when the observed event times are at

a contint¡ous scale, defined by Breslow (1974),is



L@:n exp(p'z ¡) (3.2.6)
t* 

[: re n{,,,,¡exP( P'')]""''

where Z, is apxl vector and each elelnent is expressed as the sum of h't', h:1,2,...p,

covariates for all individuals who experienced an eveut attine t¡¡1.

Another approximate partial likelihood function with ties when the observed

survival times at a continuous scale is given by Efron (1977)

L(þ) =¡ - ttPfP'ttl 
" 

(3.2.7)"\r ' l=l nï [L.u,,, ,,fxp(Þ,x,)-(d -t)rt,,,-1I,.,,; j*o{,rtt 
\J'L' t )

wlrere d = 1,2, ..., t1't( j) and M ,,,. is the set of all individuals who experienced the

event at time f,,,.

The computations are difficLllt by hand. The approxirnation is accornplished

by specifying TIES:BRESLOW or EFRON ol EXACT after MODEL srep in rhe

PRoc PHREG procedure in sAS. In this study, we choose TIES:BRESLOW to

handle ties.

3.3Interpretation of SAS Outputs

Once the observed data are fitted into the proportional llazards model by SAS, the

SAS output provides the parameter estimates with the following additional useful

infornration: the stalldard error, Wald chi-square test, the P-vqlue, and hazard ratio

and its confidence interval for any paralneter, Þ ¡, wl-rere ¡ :1,2, ..., p .

TIle statrdard error is used to obtain the 100(1 - d)% confidence interval for



any paraÍìlet?f, þ ¡,

.i
(/), - :,,"se(p ), Þ, + z 

","se(p ¡)), (3.3.1)

where 2,, 2 is the 100(l - a l2)Yo percentile of the standard normal distribution. If zero

falls within the confiderrce interval, tl"ren p , slloLrld not be inclLrded in the model;

otherwise, É7 shoLrld be included in the model. In order to get the confidence

interval for paranreters in the SAS oLrtput, RISI(LIMITS option nlust be specified

under the MODEL step.

The Wald chi-square test is to test the hull hypothesis tl-tat p , = 0 , that is,

whetlrer tlte corresponding covariate,x,, has au effect on the hazard or not. The Wald

statistic follows a Chi-sqLrare distribution with one degree of fi'eedom and its value

can be obtained by the equatiou

f 
^ -:I p, 

I

l'"tþ '¡ )
(3.3.2)

TheP-valtte is interpreted for testingþ¡= 0 that is whether a covariate

Iras an effect on the PH model when all other covariatesr, ,Jr2,..., x.¡_t,x¡ot,...,Júr,, with

tlreir corresponding coefficients, þ,, þr,...,Þ¡_,, Þ¡+t,...i..Þ,, ar" already in tlle model.

The nLrll hypothesis will not be rejected if the P -value is greater tl'tatt¿7 =5o/0, so

that covariate x, should not be kept in the model in the presence of other

covariatgs Jf¡, x3..., r¡_1, x ¡*t..., x r.

Consequently, the hazard ratio can be obtained by plugging the pararneter

estimators back into (3.1.4). Fufthermore, if we take the exponential of the lower

boundary, Ê ¡., and of the upper boundary, Þ ¡,, , of Þ,obtained in (3.3.1), a

100(1 - u)%o confidence interval for the hazard ratio is obtained-



("*p(þ ,,.),.*p(É,,, )) . (3.3.3)

We get the confideltce interval for hazard ratio in the SAS olltput by specifuing the

RISKLIMITS option under the MODEL step.

3. 4 Model Selection

In this sectiou, we briefly review how to choose the most appropriate model by the

lil<elihood-ratio lnethod for nested nrodels. If the first model contains a subset

covariates of the second model, it is said to be a nested model. For example, there are

pcovariates fitted in Model (1) and there are p+qcovaÏiates (including these

pcovariates in Model (l)) fitted in Model (2), then Model (l) is called a nested

rnodel within Model (2).We can evaluate the fit of Model (l) bv the likelihood-ratio

approaclr

-2tn î, : _2tt't î,1t¡ - ç-ztn îçz¡¡= -z rn{ 1(1) )} ,
L(2)

(3.4. r)

wlrere llt¡ ana Î'p¡ ur" the maximized partial likelihood function of Model (l)

and Model (2) respectively. This is a log-partial likelihood statistic for testing the null

Irypotlresis tltat 8,,*,,Þ¡,*.,...,Þp*,¡ ãrr- all zero. If the statistic is large enough, we

would reject the null liypothesis ancl conclude that the extra q covariates are

significant in the model and Model (2) is preferred. Otherwise, Model (l) is preferred.
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3.5 Estimation of the Survivor Function

Once the most appropriate model is identified and parar.neters are estimated, the

survivor function could be estimated. The survivor function at time ¡ with

p covariates in the proportional hazards rnodel is

cxpl)/rr, )

s(z) = [so(l)] r-'

where s(r) is the probability of an indiviclual wllose survival time is longer tþan r

alrd so(r) is the baseliue survivor function at time ¿ with all covariates equalto zero.

In order to estimate the survivor function, we have to estimate the baseline survivor

ft¡nction first. Breslow (1974) and Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980) proposed two

different approaches.

Suppose that there are Æ distinct observed survival times from n observed

individuals and they can be ordered astlr¡ < trr\ 1...1tçt ¡. LeT R(tr,r), j =1,2,...,k,

denote the risk set and ru,,, the nurnber of uncensol.ed observations at time l,r, By

assuming that the baseline ltazard function is constant between the consecutive failure

tinres, Breslow (1974) proposed the estimated cumulative baseline hazard, function as

(3.s.1)

(3.s.2)

(3. s.3)

(3.5.1), rhe

n,ç): IF---]!|-
,,,,<, Lt. tt¡,,,,\exP(B' x, )

Consequently, the baseline survivor function is estimated as

3o (¿) : exp[-.r1' (r )] = lf iexnt -----JILLL-1,i 2, '- 
L,u,,,,,,,,exp(/'x,)"'

By sLrbstituting (3.5.3) and the estimators of p paratneters back into

survivor function is estilnated.
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The otller estimated baseline survivor function proposed by Kalbfleisch and

Prentice (1980) is

where f , can

t¡=U

3o(¡) : 1I4,,t, ¡¡ < t s t(,*,,, j = 1,2,...,k,
,l=0

(3.5.4)

(3.s. s)

baseline survivor function (3.5.a) is

estimated survival probability for an

obtained by solving the f'ollowing Æ

(3.s.6)

be obtained by the following equation wlren no tied data are observed:

When tied data are observed, the estimated

considered as a step function, and f, is the

individLral frorn tirne tt¡)to Ít.¡*,) that can be

equations simultaneously,

\- exp(B'r-)L ;-|ffi: L exP(P'x,)' i=1,2,"'-k,
lehlr,, t-5r lellllr,r)

wlrere M,,r. is the set of individuals who fail at tirnel,r,.

The above llumerical calculatioll is very complicated, but can be

accomplished by the BASELINE statement in pRoC PHREG. SAS takes the

observed average of every covariate, xt,î2,...,îp, to interpret the estimated survivor

function. Therefore, the estirnated survivor filnction for the i'h individual now

becomes

.î, (t, x) = [.îo (/, ¡¡1"*r'tl''"1 (3.s.7)
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3.6 Goodness of Fit Assessment of the PH Assumption

After fitting the proportional llazards (PH) rnodel to the obsel'ved data, the adequacy

of the model needs to be validated. In this sectiolr, we l'eview several methods for

checking the adequacy of the PH assumption.

At the begirrning of this section, we explained that the reason that the Cox

regressiott model is also known as proportional hazards nrodel is that the covariates

are independent of time. The first method is to check the proportional hazards

assumption by introducing tirne-dependent covariates in the model. Therefore, we cau

iltcorporate the interaction between covariates and time into the model and the

interaction tenns are the product of the i'i'covariate, x,, aud time /. Next, we can test

the significance of the coefficients for the interaction terms by the Wald test

introduced in Section 3.3. The proportional hazards assumption is violated if the

coeffìcients of the interaction terms are significant.

The second method is to stratify the sr-rrvival data according to a covariate

with nt levels, and then apply (3.5.8) to estirnate the survivor functions under each

straturn. Finally, plotlog(-log(.î,(l;x-r))), j =1,2,...,r?, verslls/. If the assumption is

adequate, the nt curves shoulcl be palallel. Otherwise, the assumption is violated.

TIle tllird rnethod is based on the residuals. There are three types of residuals:

modified Cox-Snell residuals, Schoenfeld residuals and deviance residuals. Now,

strppose there are ¡z individuals in the study, then the residuals formula aT.Titne t,

for the i '/' individual and covaliat e x, , i = 1,2,...,11 .can be expressed as follows.
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1. The Modified Cox-Snell residuals is given by

,.,ù,t¡ : n,(t,;x,) = -ln.î(I,;x,), (3.6.i)

where H ,(t,) and i, (r, ) are the estirnatecl cumulative ltazard and survivor

functions at the uncensored tinte 1,.

2. The Schoenfeld residuals (Schornfeld, 1982) is given by

I L.u tt .tx ttexP(P't;¡l
,' :,11 r' - 

'r/r' 
I' tt "t 

l 
tt 

I"nt',,,'exP(/x'¡ I'

(3.6.2)

where j:7,2,...,p, x,, is the value of the .j't' covariate for the i'l' individual,

R(/(,)) is the group of individuals at risk and õ, takes the value of zero if /,,, is

right-censot'ed and one if 1,,, is uncensored. There is a rnore effective method based

ou the weighted Schoenfeld residuals, which was proposed by Grarnbsch and

Therneau (1994) as

1".¡, = r var(B)r,¡ (3.6.3)

where r is the nurnber of events, r,.¡¡ =(tii,t"zi ,...,l-pi) is the vector of Schoenfeld

residuals for the i '/' individual and var(þ) is the estimated covariance rnatrix of þ .

3. The deviance residuals proposed by Therneart et al. (1990) is given by

(3.6.4)

wlrere r,r.,, = 6, -r, is the martingale residual proposed by Flerning and Harrington

(1991) for the i'l' individual and 6, is equal to I if /,,, is uncensored and 0

otlrerwise. sing) is set to + I if its argurnent is positive, 0 if it is zero and - l

if it is negative.

If the proportional hazards assumption is adequate, the plot of cox-snell
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residuals versus its Kaplan-Meier estimated survivor function (3(r)) should be on a

450straight line, tlle plot of the weighted Schoenfeld residuals vel'sus a covariate and

the plot of deviance residuals versus the survivor time shoLlld be symrnetrically

distributed about zero and should not show any particLrlar pattern.
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4.1 Data Cleaning

The Manitoba Cancer Registry dataset is updated monthly. Variables ICDS and ICD10

diagnosis codes (see Appendices 4.2), sex, diagnosis year and postal code at

diagrrosis from the December 2006 dataset are used to define the col'ror1- (7321

wotnetr), and then to update death date by linking with the August 2001 datase1. 145

worrerr who have the same death date as the diagnosis date are deleted fi.orn the

dataset. The reason is that it is reasonable to infer that these worïeu did not receive

any treatrnent since they were diagnosed with breast cancer upon death.

In the dataset, Inost of tlle women have rnultiple turnours. In order to sirnplif,i

our analyses, we use the same algorithnl defined by the Epiderniology and Cancer

Registry depattment at CCMB to select one tumour per wolnan. Details of the

algorithrn are listed as follows:

Step 1. If the diagnosis dates of tumours are rl1ore than six months after the

first diagnosis date, then the later tumours are dereted fronl the data.

Step 2. check the data with the pathological summary stage. If both

pathological summary stages are known and different, then tumours

with the lower stage are deleted fi.om the data.
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Step 3. check the data with the pathological nodal status. If both pathological

nodal statuses are known and different, then tulnours with lower

pathological nodal status are deleted from the data.

Step 4. Check the data with the nulnber of positive nodes. Tumours with

lower or rnissing nulnber of positive nodes are deleted from the data.

step 5. check the data with tlie pathological tumour stage. If the pathological

tulrìour stages are krrown and different, turnours with the lower

pathological tumour stage are deleted from the data.

Step 6. check the data with the size of tumour. Tulnours with smaller size are

deleted fi'om the data.

Step 7. Randomly select one turnour left from the above steps.

In order to keep patients' infortnation confidential, the scralnbled u¡ique

personal identifier is created for each patient before sending a request to Manitoba

Healtll. We also delete wolren who do not have a Manitoba Health personal

Identification Nulnber (MHPIN) because Manitoba Health can not have infonnation

for these wolnen if they do not llave a MHPIN. After tlle dataset that contains patients,

cancellation dates aud reasons of termination of coverage were sent back to

Epidemiology and Cancer Registry department at CCMB from Manitoba Health, we

lllerge the cohort data fi'om Manitoba Cancer Registry with the Manitoba Health data

by scrarnbled unique personal identifier.

Next, we lllerge the treatmellt file with the data created frorn the previous

step and aftach the treatment procedure codes and dates. It is colnmon that women



have more than one treatment procedures throughout the study period (1995-2003).

Based on our objectives, we first select all procedures related to surgeries (See

Appendices 4.3), and then select the first surgery in order to calculate the waiting

times from diagnosis to the first sllrgery. Finally, there are 6820 womell in the dataset.

(See Appendices 4.4 for SAS codes.)

4.2 Deftnition of Variables

Diagnosis age, postal code at diagnosis and cancer stage are the variables fì'om

Manitoba Cancer Registry dataset and are r,rsed in both the waiting time and survival

tirne analyses. (See Appendices 8.5 for SAS codes.) The following gives details about

how we define variables:

L Diagnosis age is a categorical variable with tliree groups: ,,0-49,,,

*50-69" at-td "701" for the waiting time analysis, and is a continuous

variable for the sulvival time analvsis.

2. Postal code at diagnosis is used to assign a Regional Health Authority

(RHA) to each patient. The RIIAs are specified names of geographic

areas set up by the province. The responsibilities of RHAs are providing

delivery and administration of health services. The Manitoba RHAs

include: Winnipeg, Brandon, South Eastman, Assiniboine, Central,

Parkland, North Eastman, Interlake, Burntwood, Norrnau and churchill.

It is a category variable for both analyses. Figure 4.1 is a map of RHAs
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in Manitoba. We define a new categorical variable called 'region'with

four groups according to the location of RHAs. They are East (Central,

Interlake, North Eastman and South Eastman), North (Burntwood,

Churchill, and Norman), West (Assiniboine, Brandon, Parkland) and

Winnipeg.

Churchill l9
{_ 6

llJinnipeg ffi
!!{,1!,M

Åssiníboine f

'"''g**"1#.lå.

Figure 4.1: Map of RHAs in Manitoba

(Source : http ://www. umanitoba.ca,/centres/mchp/conceplconcept.frame. shtrnl)

South Eastman
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J. Postal code at diagnosis is also used to assign income level called

Incorne QLrintile to each patient. htcorne Quintile ranks the income from

the poorest to the wealthiest based on average household income of

residents by Statistics Canada Census dafa. It is ordered

as:Lrt,Lr))L!3)L!t)Lt5 for urban populations atrd 11,r,,13,r"4,1"5 for rural

populatious, where subscript nurnber 1 represents the poorest and i the

wealthiest. For details, please read the Iucorne Quintile available at

Manitoba centre for Health Policy (MCHP) website. A variable 'urban'

taking a value of one for wornen with urban income quintile and a value

of zero for wornen with rural income qLrintile is defined. we use 'urbau'

as a categorical variable for both analyses.

cancer stage is rnanually determined by a certified tumour registrar

according to pathology repofts and patients'charts. Identif ing the stage

helps physicians to make decision about which treatrnent to take for

breast cancer patients. The process of deterrnining stage is called staging

and staging describes the extent ofa cancer at diagnosis according to the

TNM classification systern, where T stands for tumour, N for node and

M for metastasis. The tumour size and whetller the cancer rras spread to

lyrnph nodes and other parts of the body deterrnine the stage of trre

caucer. Therefore, each patierrt is assigned with one of the following ! N

and M categories before deterrnining the stage:

4.
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a) TLrmour (T):

n TX: Tuurour canuot be assessed.

. T0: No evidence of tumour.

o Tis: carcinoma in situ or lobulal carcinorna in situ or paget disease

" T1: Tulnour is 2 cm or less.

' T2: Tr-lnour is from 2 cm to 5 cm.

. T3: Tr-llnour is greater than 5 cm.

' T4: Any size tumour spread to the chest wall or skin.

b) Node (N):

' NX: Nodes catrnot be assessed.

* N0: Lymph nodes are cancer-fi'ee.

" Nl: Caucer has spread to axillary lymph 
'odes 

o' the same side

with breast cancer.

" N2: cancer has spread to ipsilateral (sarne side of body as breast

cancer) lyrnph nodes fixed to one another or to other structures turder

the arm.

ø N3: Ca'cer has spread to the ipsilateral lnarnlnary lyrnplr 
'odes

or the ipsilateral (same side of body as breast cancer)

supraclav iculal lyrnph nodes

c) Metastasis (M):

. MX: Metastasis canllot be assessed.

" M0: Cancer is not found in other parts of the body.
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@ Ml: Cancer is foLrnd in other parts of the body.

Staging is the combination of each of T, N and M categories, which

identifies the size and location of the cancer in a patient's body. Table 4.1

lists the TNM classifications within each stage of breast cancer. Stage is

a categorical variable with values: stage 0, stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, and

stage 4 for the waiting tirne analysis. For the survival time analysis, four

dunrmy variables stagel , stage2, stage3 and stage4 are defined and each

orre lras a value of one if it is in that stage; otherwise it is set to zero.



Stage T Value N Value M Value

Stage 0 Tis NO MO

Stage I TI NO MO

Stage IIA TO NI MO

T1 N] MO

T2 NO MO

Stage IIB T2 NI MO

T3 NO MO

Stage IIIA TO N2 MO

T1 N2 MO

T2 N2 MO

T3 NI MO

T3 N2 MO

Stage IIIB T4 NO MO

T4 NI MO

T4 N2 MO

Stage IIIC Any T N3 MO

Stage IV Any T Any N M1

Table 4.1 : Stage and Corresponding TNM Summary Table

5. For the waiting time analysis, waiting times to the first surgery is a

corrtirruous variable rneasured in weeks. December 31,2003 is chosen as

the censol'illg date because of the rules for selecting the collort. If the
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6.

surgery date exists and is before the censoring date, the waiting tirne is

calculated as the difference of the first surgery date and diagnosis date,

and the variable 'censor' is set to one. otherwise, the waiting tirnes equal

to the difference of the ceusor date and diagnosis date, and 'censor'is set

to zero. There are 4719 women with the waiting time equar to zero

because these wolnen had a biopsy removing all the lumps, and then the

pathologist decides whetller the tumour is positive or negative. If the

tulnour is positive, a surgery will be perfonned on trre sarne date. In

order to analyze the overall waiting time paftern, we delete these wornen

from the data for the waiting time analyses, which reft us with 2l0l

wotllell.

For the survival time analysis, the waiting tirne is a continuous variable

rneasured in weel<s and is the difference between the fìrst surgery date

and the diagnosis date. The survival tirne is a cor.rtinuous variable in

years. June 30,2007 is chosen as the censoring date because it is the

latest surgery date for the cohort selected. If the death date is before the

censoring date, the survival time is calculated as the difference of the

death dafe aud the diagnosis date, and the variable 'ceusor' is set to one.

If the death date is after the censoring date, the survival tirne is

calculated as the diffel'ence of tlle censoring date and the diagnosis date,

and the variable 'censor' is set to zero. lf there is no death date bLlt the

date of tennination of coverage is found, and the reasorr of termination is



equal to'death'and its date is before the censoring date, the survival

time is expressed as the difference of the cancellation date and the

diagnosis date, and 'censor'takes a value ofone. Ifthere is no death date,

and the reason of termination is not equal to 'death'and its date is before

the censoring date, the survival tirne is expressed as the difference of the

cancellation date and the diagnosis date, and 'censor' takes a value of

zero. otherwise, the survival time is equal to the difference between the

censoring date and the diagnosis date, and 'censor'takes a value ofzero.



C&aapÉen" 5

R.esaxå6s ofl 6Kae Wæåtåxag T'åm?e Axnaåysås

The results of the waiting time analysis are presented in this chapter. All analyses are

performed with SAS 9.1 . (See Appendices 4.6 for SAS codes.)

5. 1 Frequency Tables for Variables

In this sectiou, we list frequency tables for all variables needed for the waiting tiure

analysis. The purpose is to show how the data are distributed in each categorical

variable defined in section 4.2.

Täble 5.i shows the distribution of surgery options experienced by breast

callcer wolneu in the study. It shows that axillary node dissection, segmental

Inastectotny and Inastectomy are the rnost colntrol't surgical procedures being

involved, and recollstruction is rarely being performed.
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Axillary
node

dissection

Frequency Percent Cumulative

Frequency

Cumulative

Percent

0 500 23.80 500 23.80

I 601 76.20 2t0t r 00.00

Mastectorly Frequency Percent Curnulative

Frequency

Cumulative

Percent

0 934 44.46 934 44.46

I t6l 55.54 2101 r 00.00

Segrnental

rnastectol.ì1y

Flequency Pelcent Cumulative

Frequency

Cumulative

Percent

0 I 004 47.79 I 004 47.79

109^l 52.21 2101 t00.00

Sentinel

lymph

node

biopsy

Frequency Percent Curnulative

Frequency

Culrrulative

Percent

0 1965 93.53 196s 93.s3

r36 6.47 2101 r 00.00

Reconstruction Frequency Percent Cumulative

Frequency

Cumulative

Percent

0 2099 99.90 2099 99.90

2 0.r0 2101 100.00

Table 5.1: Frequency Table for Surger.y Type



Table 5.2 shows censoring information. There are 2040 women having a

surgery by the censor date (Decernber 31,2003) and 6l wolren are still waiting for a

surgefy.

Censor Frequency Percent Cumulative

Frequency

Cumulative

Percent

0(No) 6l 2.90 6l 2.90

I (Yes) 2040 97.10 2101 r 00.00

Table 5.2: Frequency Table for Censor

Täble 5.3 shows how waiting times to the first surgely are distributed in five

categories' 99.52% of wolnen waited no longer than four weeks to receive their first

surgery, which irnplies that the cancer services are really good in Manitoba.

Waiting Time Frequency Percent Cumulative

Frequency

Cumulative

Percent

< 2 weeks 1936 92.15 t936 92.15

2 - 4 weeks 112 5.33 2048 97.48

4 - 8 weeks 39 r.86 2087 99.33

8 -12 weeks 4 0.19 2091 99.s2

> I2 weeks t0 0.48 2101 r00.00

Table 5.3: Frequency Table for Waiting Times in Vy'eeks
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Table 5.4 shows the distribution of women among age group. 500/o of wome¡

were between 50 and 69 years old when they were diagnosed with breast cancer. This

provides evidence to stlpport that the Screening Mammography mentioned in section

I . I is a good program to detect breast caucer.

Age Group Frequency Percent Curnulative

Frequency

Cumulative

Percent

0-49 491 ¿3.J I 491 ¿J.J I

50-69 I 059 50.41 r 550 13.77

70+ 551 26.23 2101 100.00

Table 5.4: Frequency Table for Age Group



Table 5.5 shows the distribution of worren by cancer stage. 710lo of women

were diagnosed in early stage of breast cancer, including stage 0, stage I and stage 2

becartse of the screelting prograrn;7Yo of women were diagnosed in later stage 3; only

2o/o of woneu were diagnosed in the advanced stage 4.

Stage

Frequency Percent Cumulative

Frequency

Cumulative

Percent

426 20.28 426 20.28

Stage 0 203 9.66 629 29.94

Stage I 588 27.99 t2t7 57.92

Stage 2 693 32.98 t910 90.91

Stage 3 143 6.81 2053 97.12

Stage 4 48 2.28 2t0l 100.00

Table 5.5: Frequency Table for Cancer Stage



Table 5.6 shows the distribution of wolnen by income. There were 600%

worïerl from urban. which is the sum of U, to [,/r.

lrrcorne Frequency Percent Cumulative

Frequency

Cumulative

Percent

I5 0.11 l5 0.71

RI 153 7.28 168 8.00

R2 165 7.85 JJJ 15.85

R3 203 9.66 536 25.51

R4 t58 7.52 694 33.03

R5 t52 7 -23 846 40.27

U1 234 II.t4 I 080 51.40

U2 229 r 0.90 I 309 62.30

U3 279 13.28 I 588 75.58

U4 218 10.38 I 806 85.96

U5 295 t4.04 2101 r 00.00

Täble 5.6: Frequency Table for Incorne
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Table 5.7

wolnen diagnosed

shows the distribution of women by region. There were 54%o of

in Winnipeg and only 30lo wornen diagnosed in the Nortll.

Table 5.7: Frequency Table for Region

5.2 The Overall Pattern

There were 199 distinct observed waiting times in tlle dataset. They were ordered

as/,,,( te) <tt

frorn the MTHOD:KM in PROC LIFETEST statement is the partial SAS output that

displays the estimate of the Kaplan-Meier sulvivor function at each observed survival

time. FigLrre 5.1 from the Plor:(s) in pRoc LIFETEST statement is the plot of KM

Waiting Time function.

The following exalnple gives details about how to obtain the same result witlr

Output 5.1 for the estimate of survivor firnction at the observed survival

tirne/ = 0.429. The steps are to apply equation 2.1.1 and the data in Table 5.g. Since

Region Frequency Percent Curnulative

Frequency

Cumulative

Percent

0.0s 0.05

East 485 23.48 486 23.13

North 64 3.05 550 26.18

West 408 19.42 958 45.60

Winnipeg 1 143 54.40 2101 100.00
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t =0.429 is the third observed survival tim€, /13¡ =0.429. From Table 5.8, we can

get all values for d, and n¡. dt =20, clz=4and d. =8 are tlre number of

wollren having a surgery at r,r, with censor. =1 n, - 2101 , nz = 20Bl and

n:=2065 are the nutnber of wornen who have not leceived a sulgery before /,r,

and n., includes wornen having asurgery at t(i). The calcLllatiou is given by

^ j n -ri
Sç0.+zo¡ = fIr- il

t=l fl 
,

n,-d, n.-d. n.-d-
=(__r_______rx - jx_-)

nt n.) n1

.2101-20 .2081_ 4, 2077 _8
- \-rt-^-,2101 2081 2071

:0.9848



Obs Waiting Time Censor Age Group Stage Income Region

I 0.143 I 70+ Stage 0 Ui Winnipeg

2 0.1 43 I 10+ Stage 0 RI West

J 0.r43 50-69 Stage 2 U4 Winnipeg

4 0. r43 70+ Stage 2 R4 East

5 0.143 70+ Stage 2 R2 East

6 0.143 0 50-69 Stage 3 R3 West

7 0.143 0 70+ Stage 0 R2 East

8 0.143 I s0-69 Stage I R2 East

9 0.143 00-49 Stage I RI West

t0 0.143 50-69 Stage I R2 East

1l 0.143 s0-69 Stage 0 U5 Winnipeg

t2 0.1 43 I 50-69 Stage I RI West

l3 0.1 43 I 70+ Stage I R4 East

t4 0.143 00-49 Stage 1 U3 Winnipeg

l5 0.143 00-49 Stage I RI West

t6 0.143 50-69 Stage 2 R2 West

t7 0.\43 I 50-69 Stage 2 U1 Winnipeg

l8 0.143 I 10+ Stage I U2 Winnipeg

I9 0.143 50-69 Stage 2 UI Winnipeg

20 0.1 43 70+ Stage I R5 East

21 0.143 70+ Stage 2 RI West

22 0.143 I 00-49 Stage 2 U1 Winnipeg

23 0.286 I 50-69 Stage 0 U5 Winnipeg



Obs Waiting Tirne Censor Age Group Stage Income Region

1/1 0.286 0 s0-69 Stage 3 U2 Winnipeg

25 0.286 0 50-69 Stage 2 U5 Winnipeg

26 0.286 00-49 Stage I U3 West

27 0.286 50-69 Stage 2 U4 Winnipeg

28 0.286 00-49 Stage 2 R5 East

29 0.429 I 70+ Stage I R4 East

30 0.429 I 00-49 Stage I U3 Winnipeg

3I 0.429 50-69 Stage 2 UI Winnipeg

32 0.429 70+ Stage 2 U1 West

JJ 0.429 70+ RI East

34 0.429 I 50-69 Stage 2 U3 Winnipeg

35 0.429 I 00-49 Stage I UI Winnipeg

36 0.429 50-69 Stage 2 R2 West

Table 5. 8: Waiting Time Data (3 6 out of 2 I 0 I )

From Outplrt 5.1, ,S(4.429)=g.4967 is the first survivor function Iess than

0.5' Therefore, according to equatiot't2.2.2, the estimate of the median survival tirne is

î = 4.429, which is the same as the estimate of the 50 percentile sllown in eui¡tile

Estinrates table. In another word, 500% of wornen wait no longer tl-tan 4.429 weeks to

receive their first surgely.
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Product-Limit Survival Estimates

Waiting

Time

Survival Failure Survival

Standard

Error

Number

Failed

Number

Left

0.000 L0000 0 0 0 2101

0.143 I 2100

U. 143 2 2099

0. t43 J 2098

0.143 r̂ 209'1

0.143 5 2096

0.143 2095

0.143 "t 2094

0.143 8 2093

0. 143 9 2092

0.143 l0 2091

0. t43 1l 2090

0.143 t2 2089

0.143 t3 2088

0.1 43 14 2087

0.143 l5 2086

0.1 43 t6 2085

0. 143 t/ 2084

0.143 t8 2083

0.1 43 l9 2082

0.1 43 0.990s 0.00952 0.00212 20 208 I
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Product-Lirnit Survival Estimates

Waiting

Time

Survival Failure Survival

Standard

Error

Number

Failed

Number

Left

0.t43 * 20 2080

0.1 43 20 2079

0.286 2t 2078

0.286 22 2077

0.286 !) 2076

0.286 0.9886 0.01l4 0.00232 24 2075

0.286 + 24 2074

0.286 24 2013

0.429 25 2012

0.429 26 2071

0.429 21 2010

0.429 28 2069

0.429 29 2068

0.429 30 2067

0.429 31 2066

0.429 0.9848 0.0152 0.00267 32 206s

4.429 0.4967 0.5033 0.0r r0 r044 1019

t84.429 0 1.0000 0 2040 0

Note: The lnarked survival times are censored observations.
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Quaftile Estimates

Percent Point

Estimate

95% Confidence Intervaì

Lower Upper

75 6.857 6.5'n 7.143

50 4.429 4.286 4.57 1

25 3.000 2.857 3.000

I-DO

Mean Standard Error

6.958 0.250

Output 5.1 : Kaplan-Meier Estimates of Waiting Times

lûplan-Meier E$inntes of Waiting Tinp Function
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Legend: 
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Figure 5.I : Kaplan-Meier Estimates of the Waiting Time Functions
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5.3 Detection of the Difference on Waiting Times

In this sectiol.t, we discuss the results of detecting the difference on survival curves by

age group, cancerstage, region, and between urban and rural defìned in section 4.2.Lt't

section 4.3, we discussed that we could make our conclusion based on the P -value of

the log-rank chi-square test from SAS output. The first part of this section shows how to

itrput nutnerical values into equatiot't 2.3.3 to calculate the log-rank test statistic by

using SAS Output 5.2 for age group. In the rest of this section, the conclusions are

deternrined by the P -value frorn SAS output.

There are three categories for age group. Therefore, the log-rank test statistic

follows a chi-square distribLrtion witlt2 degree of freedom.

The hypotheses are:

110 : S, (r) = ^S, 
(r) = S, (¿)

H ,, :Af least one of them i.s not eclual.

The test statistic it z= - (J t'vt.-tLl t, where u ,, is a 3 x I colu¡nn vector and v,. is a

3x3 variance-covctriance ruarrix. The values of each element of U,,and v,. are

shown irl the Rank Statistics table and in tlle Covariance Matrix for tlle Log-Rank

Statistics table in OLrtput 5.2. Finally, we input all values into equation 2.3.3 a¡d

calculated the Iog-ranh statistic

(s.stz )( s+o.nt -236.72s -n2.4481-'(t.otz \
u tvt.-'u t =l -29.563 ll -236.729 491.s92 _254.864 | | _Ze.Søt 

I

Izs.os' J[-' 12.448 _2s4.864 36ist2 ) [rr.ul J

= 2.2311



TheP-value=0.3217 (It =2.2311,d..f.=2), which is relatively large. T¡erefore,

the log-rank test did ltot provide sufficient evidence of suggesting a difference amoug

three age groups.

The last table of OLrtput 5.2 gives the estimates of the median waiting times

and lnean for each age group respectively. The nledians ofeach age group do not vary

significantly. FigLrre 5.2 does not show waiting tirne curves differ frorn each other

significantly.
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Rank Statistics

Age

GroLrp

Log-Rank Wilcoxon

00-49 3.912 56258

50-69 -29.563 -973s2

70+ 25.651 41094

Covariance Matrix for the Log-Rank

Statistics

Age Group 00-49 50-69 70+

00-49 349.171 -236.729 t12.448

50-69 -236.729 491.s92 -254.864

10+ -t 12.448 -254.864 367.312

Test of Equality over Strata

Test Chi-Squale DF Pr>
Chi-Square

Log-Rank 2.23lL 2 0.321'7

Wilcoxon t3.1220 2 0.00 r4

-2Log(LR) 0.03 85 2 0.9809

00-49 50-69 70+

50 Percentile 4.413 4.714 4.286

Mean 6.936 6.886 t.lõt

OLrtput 5.2: Test of Difference in Waiting Time for Age group
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Waiting Tinp furves for Age Group
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Figure 5.2: Waiting Time Curves for Age Group

Output 5.3 is the SAS output of testing a difference on the waiting times by

different cancer stages. The P -value < 0.0001 (I2 =13j135, d.f .= 4¡ is very

small. Hence, the waiting times are significantly different among the cancer stages.

Figure 5.3 shows women in stage 4 followed by stage 0 waited longer than women in

other stages. We can get the same results by comparing the estimates of the median

waiting times in output 5.3. since stage 0 is an early stage, a surgery is not really

needed. The reasons for women in stage 4 waited longer are as foilows:

1) women in stage 4 usually have larger tumours detected. Therefore,

tumours are needed to be shrunk by chemotherapy before having a

ri5

t
q

qi

!
fr

t
å

{

surgery.
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2) Women detected with stage 4 may have other comorbidities disease, such

as heart attack. The health condition of these women prevents a surgery in

a short time.

Test of Equality over Strata

Test Chi.Square DF Pr>
Chi-Square

Log-Rank 73.7135 4 <.0001

Wilcoxon 45.31tL 4 <.0001

.2Log(LR) 113.2843 4 <.0001

Stage 0 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

50 Percentile 5.000 4.286 3.857 3.857 5.071

Mean s.696 4.769 4.43 7.257 15.742

Output 5.3: Test of Difference in V/aiting Time for Cancer Stage

Waiting llnre Cunes for Cancer Stage

20 40 60 80 l{ D t20

rvoif-surg

SlR.{It: 

- 
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- 
sloqt=Stlqe J - ooo [¿¡s¡¡¿[ ildq{=Stoqe sllql=Stcqe Io o o CeîíDred Ëtoge=Sloge ,l -

Figure 5.3: Waiting Time Curves for Cancer Stage
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OutpLrt 5.4 is the results of testing the difference of waiting times in different

regions. The P -value = 0.0005 (lt =11.9116, d.l.:3) is very small. Therefore,

there was strong evidence to conclude that waiting tinles rvere different in the four

regions. The estimates of the median waiting tirnes and FigLrre 5.4 show that women

waited longer in the North. The reason is that it lacks of hospitals and surgery can not be

operated in the North. In order to have surgery, woureu have to travel down to

Winnipeg or Brandou, while there is no flight or train transpoftation every day.

Therefore wotnen in the North waited longer. Even though we have rnore surgeons irr

Winnipeg, it is still short of surgeons comparing with the number of breast cancer

woman waiting for surgery. Figure 5.4 shows the same results.

Test of Equality over Strata

Test Chi-Square DF Pr>
Chi-Square

Log-Rank 17.9116 J 0.0005

Wilcoxon 25.5350 J <.0001

-2Log(LR) 4.2478 J 0.2359

East Nofth West Winnipeg

50 Percentile 4.429 5.786 4.143 4.571

Mean 7.065 8.31 I 6.5s6 6.9s2

Output 5.4: Test of Difference in Waiting Time for Region
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Waitirg Time Curves for Region
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Figure 5.4: Waiting Time Curves for Region

From Ouþut 5.5, we conclude that there is no difference on waiting times

befween two urban and Rural since the P -value= 0.401 B (r' = 0.i030, d..f . = l) is

very large. The estimates of the median waiting times for urban and rural are close to

each other. The waiting time curves are almost identical to each other throughout the

study period as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Test of Equality over Strata

Test Chi-Square DF Pr>
Chi-Square

Log-Rank 0.7030 I 0.4018

Wilcoxon 4.0830 1 0.0433

-2Log(LR) 0.4914 1 0.4833

I.DO

Urban Rural

50 Percentile 4.571 4.286

Mean 6.815 7.031

Output 5.5: Test of Difference in Waiting Time for Urban and Rural

Waiting Time Curves for Urban and Rural
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Figure 5.5: Waiting Time Curves for Urban and Rural
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According to ottr aualyses, we rnake the following conclusions about tlle

waitirtg times to the first surgery for women whose waiting times are not equal to

zero:

a) The estimates of the median and lnean waiting times to the first surgery

are 4.429 weeks and 6.958 weeks respectively.

b) There is no difference on waiting tirnes to access sllrgery for differe¡t

age gl'oltps, and Urban and Rural.

c) The wait tirnes are significantly different lry cancer stage and region.

wolnen iu stage 4 waited longer than wornen in other carlcer stages.

women in the North waited for the longest tirne followed by women iu

Winnipeg.
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CåaæpÉer 6

ResêaåÉs øfl 6&ae Sass'qråvæå T'åsaae .&xaaåysås

In this chapter, we discuss the results of the survival time analysis. All analyses are

perforrned with SAS 9.1. (See Appendices A.7 for SAS codes.)

6.1 The Survival Curve

We divide wotïell into two groups based on their waiting times. One group consists of

wolrìen whose waiting times are equal to zero. The other group consists of nou-zero

waiting tinres. Since there were more than one third of wornen who had waiti¡g tirnes

of zero in the frequency Table 6.l, we want to do a prelirninary test by looking at

whether the survival curves are different by the variable wait zero which is set to one

if waiting times are zero and zero otherwise. If the survival curves were differeut, we

will analyze the data by cornparing the fwo groups of wornen. Otherwise we will do

the overall arralysis for tlle survival times. The log-rank chi-sqr-rare test in Output 6.1

did not provide sufficient evidence to detect a difference on survival between the two

groups because tlte P-value=0.1431 (lt =0.1074,d..f'.=l)is very large. Hence,

we will analyze the overall survival curve without dividing wolren into two groups.



waif-zero Frequency Percent Cumulative

Frequency

Cumulative

Percent

0 (No) 2t0t 30.81 2101 30.8 r

I(Yes) 47 t9 69.19 6820 100.00

Table 6.1: Frequency Table for Wait zero

Test of Equality over Strata

Test Chi-Square DF Pr>
Chi-Square

Log-Ranl< 0.1014 0.7431

Wilcoxon 1.0083 0.3153

-2Log(LR) 0.0104 I 0.918

OLrtput 6. I : Têst of Difference in Survival Tinle for Wait zero

Output 6.2 is the sullllxary of quartile estimates. But it does not give the

estimate of tlle median survival tirne because the data are extremelv skewed to tlre

riglrt. The Inean survival tirne is 9.52 years fol all women. Figr-rre 6.1 shows that the

survival probabilities are decreasing linearly. Before fitting the Cox regression model

into the data, we shoLrld test whether there is violation against the PH assumptio¡ by

plottirlg the negative of the log-survivor functions against observed survival times.

Figure 6.2 shows a straight line starting at 0, which indicates that expone¡tial

distlibufion might be an appropriate model to describe the data. Because expone¡tial

distribLrtion is a PH model, hence rve conclude there is no evidence against the pH

assumption.



Quaftile Estimates

Percent Point

Estimate

95% Confidence Intervaì

Lower Upper

75

50

25 6.9843 6.5927 1.4196

; 0./5

.:
:
:0.50

;
';"..

Mean Standard Error

9.5163 0.050 r

OutpLrt 6.2: Summary Statistics for Survival Times

Kaplan - Meier Esti rïates of Survlr,o r Fu nction
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Figure 6.1: Kaplan-Meier Esti¡nates of the Survivor Function
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Plot d Log-Survrvrr
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Figure 6.2: Plot of Log-Survivor Versus Survival Times

6.2Detection of the Difference on Survival Curves

In this sectiotr, we discuss the results of testing the survival curves by categorical

covariates such as callcer stage, region, urbarl, rural and incorne within urban and

income within rural respectively.

The P -value < 0.0001 (Zt =1580.95i7, d..l'.= 4) of the log-rank test fi.om

Output 6.3 is very small, which indicates a difference on survival by cancer stage.

Figure 6.3 clearly shows that the survival probabilities decrease with increasing

caucer stage. Therefore, we will keep cancer stage in the Cox regression model.
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Test of Equality over Strata

Test Chi-Square DF Pr>
Chi-Square

Log-Rank 1580.9577 4 <.0001

Wilcoxon 1655.4630 4 <.0001

-2Log(LR) 7s6.5250 4 <.0001

Outout 6.3: Test of Difference in Survival Time for Cancer Stase

Survir,al Cunæs for Cancer Stage
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Figure 6.3: Survival Curves for Cancer Stage

Output 6.4 shows that there is some evidence of detecting the difference on

survival for region since the P-value=6.070/o is close to the significant level of

5%. Figure 6.4 shows that women from the North lived shorter compared to those

from other regions. In the North, there are not enough health care facilities and there

is no daily transportation. Therefore women cannot receive daily and good health care

services like those from other regions.
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Test of Equality over Strata

Test Chi-Square DF Pr>
Chi-Square

Log-Rank 7.3812 J 0.0607

Wilcoxon 7.3192 J 0.0624

-2Log(LR) 7.1242 J 0.0680

Ouþut 6.4: Test of Difference in Survival Time for Region

-reqion=tort 
ooo c*¡1rorjl ),qion=rort 

- 
recion=Northococeñsorrd reqìor=ttnlh ,*ièqiii=ñeii'' -'-'. coocËåiðiei"iåöion=trest
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oe0[ensorÉdrrq¡on=l/innipeg

Figure 6.4: Survival Curves for Region

Suruival Curr,es for REion



Output 6.5 shows that there is no evidence to

are different for urban and rural since the p -value

curves are not apart to each other in Figure 6.5.

conclude that the survival times

is relatively large. The survival

Test of Equality over Strata

Test Chi-Square DF Pr>
Chi-Square

Log-Rank 2.6632 0.1027

Wilcoxon 2.0966 I 0.1476

-2Log(LR) 2.7269 1 0.0987

Ouþut 6.5: Test of Difference in Survival Time for Urban and Rural

Suruiral Curies for Urban and Rural
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Figure 6.5: Survival Curves for Urban and Rural



Output 6.6 shows that the P-valueis significant. We conclude that the

survival times are different by income within Urban. Figure 6.6 shows that the

survival probabilities are increasing with income increasing. From MCHP website,

tlre average household income of u, is almost triple of u, . Therefore, women with

higher income can afford a higher living standard, which means eating better food,

accessing to different activities and receiving private health care services.

Test of Equality over Strata

Test Chi-Square DF Pr>
Chi-Square

Log-Rank 65.t607 4 <.0001

Wilcoxon 64.8696 4 <.0001

-2Log(LR) 64.2247 4 <.0001

ouþut 6.6: Test of Difference in survival rime for Income within urban

Suruiral Otrues for lncone within Urban
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Figure 6.6: Survival Curves for Income within Urban
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Output 6.7 shows that theP-valueis very large. Therefore, we conclude that

the survival times are not different by income within Rural. Figure 6.7 does not show

any departure betweens survival curves. The MCFIP website does not show significant

difference on income from R, to Rr. Even though women have different income

witliin rural, they may have similar living standard.

Test of Equality over Strata

Test Chi-Square DF Pr>
Chi-Square

Log-Rank 4.5198 4 0.3332

W'ilcoxon 5.6s60 4 0.2264

-2Log(LR) 4.5631 4 0.335l

Output 6.7: Test of Difference in Survival Time for Income within Rural

Suruval Curr,es for lncorne within Rural
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In sutltnary, we conclude that the survival times are not different by Urban

attd Rural, and iucolne within rural. The survival times are signifìcantly different by

callcer stage and itrcome within urbau. Wouren in higher carìcer stage have lower

stu'vival probabilities and women with higher' incorle witliin urban have higher

survival probabilities. There is some evidence to conclude that the survival times are

different by region.

6.3 Identification of Significant Covariates

ln this sectiotr, we discttss the results of determining whether numerical covariates of

waitirig time and diagnosis age have significant effect on tl'te hazard or not by the

Wald statistic and Breslow approxirnation for handling tied data discussed in section

J.J.

Output 6.8 shows the results for testing the null hypothesis þ, = 0 for the

covariate of waiting tirne. The 95% confidence interval for the l.tazard, ratio is obtained

by specifying RISKLIMITS option under MODEL step. The Wald statistic is

calculated frorn equatio t't 3.3.2

f ; l:
lP, Il:l
Lse(þ,) )

I o.oo r se l:
-t_t-lo.ooo:r:+_]

= 25.83



The 950/o confidence interval for p,by equation 3.3. 1 is

(p, -:,,,.se(8,), p, + z"¡,se(Þ,))

= (0.00159-1.96x0.0003134, 0.001 59 +1.96x0.0003 134)

= (0.00098, 0.00220)

Froln equation 3.1.3, the hazard ratio (HR) of increasing the waiting tirne by one day

is

HR

= exp(þ,x(wait _slrglt -wait _stu"g,,))

= exp(0.001 59 x 1)

= 1.002

The 95%o confidence interval for the hazard ratio by equation 3.3.3 is

("*p(þ,,.), exp(p,u ))

= (exp(0.00098), exp(0.00220))

= (t .00 t, I .002)

Because fhe P-value <0.0001 is significant and zero does not fall within tl-te 95%o

collfidence interval of p, , we conclude that the waiting times have significapt effect

on the hazatd and shoLrld be included in the Cox regression rnodel. Since the

parameter estilnate is really stnall and close to zero, we then exclude the waiting time

fi'om the Cox regression model. TIle interpretation of l'tazard ratio (HR = 1.002) is

that for each one-day increase in the waiting time, the risk of death increases by 0.2

percent.



Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=O

Test Chi-Square DF Pr > ChiSq

Likelihood Ratio 17.7234 I <.0001

Score 26.61s2 I <.000t

Wald 25.8281 <.0001

Anal¡,5is ol' Mariurum Likel ihood Estintates

Variable Paramctel'

Estinrate

Standald

llrlol'
chi-

Squale

D.\

ChiSq

IIR 95% IJR CI

rvait_surg 0.001s9 0.0003 I 34 25 828 I <.0001 ì 002 r.001 1.002

Output 6.8: Test of the Null Hypothesis: B1:0 for Waiting Times

OtrtpLrt 6.9 is the results of testing whether diagnosis age has an effect o¡ the

hazard. The P -value < 0.0001 is very small, therefore diagnosis age has a

sigrrificant effect on the hazard and should not be excluded from the model. Even

though the parameter estimate is small, we apply the diagnosis age in the Cox

regressioll tnodel. The hazard ratio of 1.045 indicates that the risk of deatll increases

by 4.5 percettt for eaclr olte-year increase in diagnosis age. In another word, older

wolren have higher risk of death compared to younger wolnen.
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Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0

Test Chi-Square DF Pr > ChiSq

Likelihood Ratio 593.66s0 I <.0001

Score 5 82.56 1 0 <.0001

Wald 558.2648 <.0001

Analysis of Maxinrunt Likelihood Estinrates

Variable D

F

Parameler'

Estimate

Standald

lln'or'

chi-

Squale

Pr'>

ChiSq

HR 95% I.IR CI

dage I 0.0442s 0.001 87 558.2648 <.0001 r.045 I 041 1.049

Output 6.9: Test of the Null Hypothesis: 0r:Êz:fl; for Diagnosis Age

Iu sutnuraty, we l(eep nurnerical diagnosis age in the Cox regressiolt model

sirrce it has a significant effect on the ltazard, and exclude tlie waiting tirne from the

rnodel.

6.4 Model Selection

From sections 6.2 and 6.3, we have concluded that diagnosis age and caucer stage are

the significallt covariates for Cox regression. After incorporating both covariates into

tlre model, there are 5524 ottt of 6280 wonleu left because 1296 women with rnissing

values of cancer stage are deleted by SAS autornatically.

In section 3.4, we discllssed how to select the most appropriate model by the

Iikelihood-Latio for nested lnodels. output 6.10 is the sumrnary of values of



-2Log(L) for different models fitted into the data. First, we incorporate the

covariates of diagnosis age and caucer stage into the model and consider it as Model

(2) discussed in section 3.4. The value of -zLog(Î) for Model (2) is 1g86i.g05.

Tlren we delete diagnosis age fi'om the model (2) and have model (l) with cancer

stage. Model (l) is nested within Model (2). The value of -ZLogG) for Model (t)

is 20156.911. The difference of -2LogG) berween Model (1) and Model (2) is

289.012, which has a chi-sqLrale distribution with one degree of freedom. Tlie

corresponding P - t ctltte is less than 0.0001 , which is significant. We therefore

conclude that Model (2) is superior to Model (l) We use the salne procedures to

colnpare the Inodel with diagnosis age and cancer stage and the rnodel without catlcer

stage. It leads to an increase of 199.363 for-2Log(l¡ and the corresponding

P-valtte is very stnall. Hence the model with both the diagnosis age and cancer

stage is the most appropriate model.

Model Fit Statistics

Variables in the

model

-2 LOG L Difference

of
-2 LOG I,

DF Difference

of
DF

Pr>ChiSq

dage, stagel,

stage2, stage3,

stage4

19867.905 5 <.0001

stage I ,

stage2, stage3,

stage4

20156.917 289.012 4 <.0001

dage 20667.268 799.363 4 <.0001

Output 6.10: Values of -2LogL for Different Models Fined into the Data



6.5 Interpretation of the Cox Regression Analysis

After selecting the most appropriate model, we derive the pararleter estimates for the

Cox regression model. Output 6.11 contains the results of the Cox regressiolr analysis

by Lrsing Breslow approxirnation to handle tied data. The Cox regression model can be

written as

h(r I x)

: /2,,(r)exp( þ,xt, * þrx, t...+ þrxr,)

= fto(l)exp(0.03689 x dage+ 0.28091 x stagel + 1.23709 x stage2

+2.08924 x s tage3 + 3 .41 j 48 x s ta ge 4)

The positive signs of tlte parameter estimates indicate that older wornell diagnosed

with highel' caltcer stage comparing to stage 0 have higher risk of death. The

P-value is very srnall for testing the null hypothesis of the coefficient of diagnosis

age equal to zero, which indicates that diagnosis age has significant effect on the

hazard whetr covat'iates stage I to stage 4 are fixed in the model. The hazard ratio of

1.038 for diagnosis age indicates that a woulall has 3.8 percent higher risk of death

compared to a olle-year younger wolran diagnosed with the salne cancer stage. The

P-valttes of covariates stage I to stage 4 are all significant af. 5o/o.TIle hazard ratio

of stage I to stage 4 can not provide the exact comparison of tlle risk of death between

two cancer stages. In order to explain clearly, let's llave a look at fhe l^tazard ratio of

stage I . What the hazard ratio does here is comparing the risk of death between two

groups of womell: one group consists of wolneu in stage 1 and the other group



cousists of women in all other stages.

Outpr-rt 6.1 1 : Results of the Cox Regression Analysis

In section 6.1. we conclude that wornen in a higher caucer stage have lower

survival probability by the ltoll-paralnetric rnethod. Output 6.12 shows the results of

comparing the hazard ratio between callcer stages by seuri-parametric method

lespectively. The positive sign of the parameter estimate indicates that the risk of

Anal1,5i5 of Maxiuluni Likelihood Ëstimatcs

Variable Diagnosis

Age

Stage I Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

DF I I I

Paramcter

Estirnate

0 03689 0.28091 l,23109 2 08924 3.41748

Standard

Error

0.00221 0.t2804 0.11998 0. I 3859 0.t4779

Wald

Chi-Square

279.0492 4 8t32 r06.3086 227 2605 534.7 456

Pr'>

ChiSq

<0.000 t 0.0282 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.000 I

IIR r.038 t.324 3.446 8.079 30.492

95% IJR

Confidence

Linlits

1.033 1.030 2.724 6.t57 22.824

L042 1 702 4.3 59 r 0.600 40.731

Variable

Label

Diagnosis

Age

lif
stage l;

othenvise

0

rif
stage 2l

olhenvise

0

rif
stage 3;

otherrvise

0

lif
Stage 4¡

othenvise

0



death increase with incleasing cancer stage. The hazard ratio of stage0_l is 1.314,

which indicates that the risli of death for wornen in stage 1 is I.314 times of women in

stage 0 when diagnosis age is constant. The same explanation applies to the hazard

ratio of stagel_2, stage2-3 and sage3_4. Finally, we cau use the following equation to

express the relationship of the risk of deatli for wolnen with the same diagnosis age,

but different caltcer stages

HRo

= 3.391 x (11R,)

= 3.391 x2.330x(HR.)

= 3.391x2.330 x2.624 x (11R,)

= 3.39 I x 2.33 0 x 2.624 x 1 .3 1 4 x (11R0 )

Frolll the equation above, we call see that the risk of death for wome¡ in stage 4 is the

highest and decreases linearly up to stage 0. Once again, we conclude that women in

different callcer stages have different survival times and the risk of death increases

with increasing cancer stage when diagnosis age is kept constant.



Analvsis of Maxintu¡n Likelihood Ëstiulates

Valiable D

F

Paranreter'

Estimate

Standard

Ellor
Chi-Squar Pt')

ChiSq

ì'tR Variable

Label

Stage 0

&,

Stagc I

dage 0.071 03 0.00506 197.2790 <.0001 1.074

stage0_ I 0.27281 0. r 2808 4.s370 0.03 32 r.314 I if'stage I

0 if stage 0

Stage I

&.

Stagc 2

da_ee I 0.04223

0.96466

0.00265

0.07182

254.s9t8

180.4320

<.000 I

<.0001

1.043

2.624stage I _2 I ifstage 2

0 if stage I

Stage 2

&.

Stage 3

dage 0.03 l5l 0.00263 143.7382 <.000 t t.032

stage2 3 0.84582 0.0891 3 90.0529 <.000 t 2.330 I ifstage 3

0 if stage 2

Stage 3

&.

Stage 4

dage I 0.0 r r60 0.0043 8 7.0171 0.008 r 1.012

stage3_4 l.22t17 0.12485 95.6652 <.0001 3.391 I if stage 4

0 if stage 3

Output 6.12: Conparisoll of the HR between Cancer Stages



6.6 Estimation of the Survivor Function

After choosing the most appropriative rnodel, we also estirnate the survivor function

that is discussed in section 3.5. This carr be done easily in SAS by specifoing

BASELINE in PROC PHREC. Recall that SAS uses the sample means as shown in

equation 3.5.8. OutpLrt 6.13 shows tlte portion of the estimation of survivor functions.

The sarnple meaus for the covariates of diagnosis age, stage l, stage 2, stage 3 and

stage 4 are listed froln column 2 to column 6. The observed survival times, the

estimated survival probabilities, the logarithm of the survival probabilities (also

ktrown as tlre curnulativehazard firnction) and the logarithrn of the cumulativehazard

function are listed from column 7 to coltunu l0 respectively. The estimates survival

probabilities decrease. see section 3.5 for details about the calculations.



Obs Diagnosis

age

Stage I Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

60.4808 0.37144 0.39464 0.060282 0.024258

2 60.4808 0.37744 0.39464 0.060282 0.0242s8

J 60.4808 0.37744 0.39464 0.060282 0.024258

4 60.4808 0.37144 0.39464 0.060282 0.024258

5 60.4808 0.37744 0.39464 0.060282 0.024258

6 60.4808 0.31144 0.39464 0.060282 0.0242s8

7 60.4808 0.377 44 0.39464 0.060282 0.024258

8 60.4808 0.37744 0.39464 0.060282 0.024258

9 60.4808 0.37744 0.39464 0.060282 0.024258

Obs SUTV S ls lls

I 0.0000 1.00000 0.00000

2 0.0055 0.99989 -0.0001I -9. I i 303

J 0.0082 0.99978 -0.00022 -8.41916

4 0.046s 0.99961 -0.00033 -8.0 r 339

5 0.0657 0.99956 -0.00044 -1.72551

6 0.0712 0.9994s -0.0005s -7.50219

7 0.0739 0.99923 -0.00077 -1.16480

oo 0.0194 0.99912 -0.00088 -7.03056

9 0.0986 0.99900 -0.00100 -6.91201

output 6. 1 3: Portion of Estimation of survivor Functions at sample Means



6.7 Goodness of Fit Assessment of the PH Assumption

In this section, we apply two different methods to check the goodness-of-fit for the

PH model.

The first method is plotting the logarithm of the cumulative hazard functions

against the logarithm of observed survival times for the categorical variable of cancer

stage. If the PH assumption were true, the plot should yield parallel curves as

discussed in section 3.6. Figure 6.8 shows roughly parallel curves except for stage 0

and stage 1. output 6.12 gives us the hazard ratio of stageO_l as 1.314. comparing it

to the hazard ratios between other cancer stages, it does not indicate significant

difference on survival between stage 0 and stage 1. Hence, there is no strong violation

to the PH assumption.

Plot of Log-cumulatire Hazard Vers¡s Log-surv for Stage
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Figure 6.8: Plot of Log-cumulative Hazard versus Log-surv for cancer Stage
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The second method is Lrsing the weighted Schoenfeld residuals discussed in

section 3.6. FigLrre 6.9 shows the plots of the weighted Sclioenfeld Resduals versus

observed survival times for the diagnosis age, stage l, stage 2, stage 3 and stage 4

respectively. The plots are roughly symrnetrically distributed aboLrt zero. Tþerefore,

there is no strorlg violation against the PH model.
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Plots d Weighted Schoenfeld Residuals Verws Survlval llnres
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Plots d Weighted Schoenfeld Residuals Verss Survival llræs
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Figure 6.9: Plot of weighted schoenferd ResidLrals Versus SurvivalTimes

h conclusion, the goodness-of-fit of PH assumption is not violated and the

Cox regression model with the covariates of diagnosis age and cancer stage (including

stagel to stage 4) is a good model to describe the survival times.
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Chaptæw 7

Saxnaaxaaetry mxad F aNfanx"e Sfu'xdåes

Oul objectives for tlle waiting time analysis are to test whether the waiting times are

different by diagnosis age group, cancer stage, regiou, aud between urban and rural.

There were 210l out of 6280 worren in the waiting time analysis because 4719

womell had surgery on the salne date of diagnosis. If we keptwaiting times of zero in

our analysis, we could not get the estimate of the median waiting times because of

extretnely right skewness. Therefore, we deleted these data for the waiti¡g tirne

attalysis. The estilnate of the median waiting times for worren with non-zero waiti¡g

tirnes was 4.429 weeks. There were llo significant differences on waiting times by

diagnosis age group, and between urban and rural. We noted that waiting times are

significant different by cancer stages. Women with higher cancer stage had longer

rvaiting times because these wornen needed chemotherapy to shrink tulnours. Women

fron Nofth Manitoba waited longer for their fìrst surgery because the Nofth is a

remote living area.

For the survival tirne analysis, our objectives are to identifo significant

covariates and select tlle lnost appropriate model to describe the survival times. Since

there are 47 19 ottt of 6280 woÍrlerì had zero waiting times, we first compared the

survival times for two groups of wolnen. Group oue are wol.neu with zero waiti¡g

times and group two are wotren with non-zero waiting times. We found that the



survival times are not different for these two groLlps. Hence, we did analysis for all

wolrell togetlter. We found that there are no significant difference on survival for

waiting times, regiou, between urban and rural, and income within rural. but the

survival times are different by incorne witlrin urban. The covariates of diagnosis age

atrd cancer stage ltave significant effects on the ltazard and were incorporated into the

Cox regression model. With the diagnosis age and caucel'stage increasing, the risk of

death also increases.

In this study, we also found that the survival tirnes rnight follow an

exponential distribution. My firture studies will be using the parametric method to

analyze the suruivaltirnes. AIso I will considerwhether comorbidities have effects on

survival or uot.



Appesådåees

4.1 Variables List

ANDXL, axillary node dissection (1 if AND; 0 otherwise)

CENSOR, indicator (l if censored data; 0 otherwise)

DAGE, diagnosis age of patient

DDI diagnosis date

DOC, date of cancellation

DTHDI death date

ICD9, ICD9 diagnosis code

ICD10, ICDI0 diagnosis code

NOPN, r.lr;rnber of positive nodes

MASTXL: mastectomy (l if mastectorny; otherwise)

MPHIN, Manitoba Personal Health ldentification Number

PCAD, postal code at diagnosis

PNS, pathology nodal status

PSS, pathology slrmrraly stage

PTS, pathology tumour stage

RECONXL: r'econstruction (l if reconstruction; 0 otherwise)

REGION, inclLrding Noúh, West, East and Winnipeg

RHA, region of residence (derived froni PCAD)

ROC, reason of cancellation

SEGXL, segrnentalmastectomy (1 if segmental mastectorny; 0 otherwise)

SLNBXL, sentinel lymph node biopsy (l if SLNB; 0 otherwise)

SEX, sex of patient (Fernale, Male)

SOT, size of tunrour

STAGE, cancer stage



STAGEI, 1 if stage l;0 othelwise

STAGE2, I if stage 2; 0 otherwise

STAGE3, I if stage 3; 0 otherrvise

STAGE4, I if stage 4; 0 otherwise

STAGE0_1, I if stagel;0 if stage 0

STAGE1_2, I if stage2;0 if stage 1

STAGE2_3, I if stage3; 0 if stage 2

STAGE3_4, I if stage4; 0 if stage 3

STATUS, alive or dead

SUPI, scrambled unique personal identilÌer

SURV, survival times in year

TCD9, ICD9 treatrnent procedule codes

TCDl0, ICDI0 treatnlent procedure codes

TDATE, treatrnent date

UPI, unique personal identifier

URBAN, I if wonren fi'om urban; 0 if women from rural

UTI, unique tul't1our identifier

WAIT_SURGl, wait times to the first surgery in week

WAIT_SURG, wait tirnes to the first surgery in u,eek

WAIT_ZERO, I if wait tinles is equal to zero;0 otherwise.
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A.2ICD9 (ICD10) Diagnosis Codes for Breast Cancer

Diagnosis codes: ICD9 (ICD10) Descliption

n4(cs0) Malignant neoplasm of female
breast

74.0(Cs0.0) Nipple and areola

74. r(C50.l) Central portion

74.2(Cs0.2) Upper-inner quadrant

74.3(Cs0.3) Lower-innel' quadrant

74.4(Cs0.4) Upper-outer quadrant
r74.s(cs0.5) Lower-outer quadrant

t74.6(Cs0.6) Axillary tail breast

r 74.8(Cs0.8) Other specified site of female
breast -Ectopic sites, Midline of
breast, Inner breast, Outer breast,

Lower breast, Upper breast,

Malignanf neoplasm of
contiguous or overlapping sites

of breast whose point of origin
cannot be deterrnined

r74.e(cs0.9) Breast(fernale), unspecified

233(D05) Carcinoma in situ of breast and

genitourinary system

233.0(D05.0,DO5. 1,D05.7,D05.9) Breast
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4.3 ICD9 (ICD10) Surgery Treatment Procedure Codes

Procedure narre ICD9 codes ICDI0 codes

Sentinel Lymph
Node

Biopsy

40.29 ZMDT ILA

Segrnental

Mastectorny
85.20-85.23,

85.25

I YM87DA, 1 YM87GB,' I YM87LA,
lYM87LAXXA, 1YM87UT,
I YK87LA,IYK87LAXXA,
1 YKSTLAXXB, I YKSTLAXXE

Axillary
Node Dissection

40.3,40.51 IMD87LA,1MD89LA,
1 MDSgLAXXA, 1 MDS9LAXXE,
I MDSgLAXXB I MDSgLAXXc,
IMDSgLAXXN

Sirnple Mastectorny 85.41 , 85.42 IYM89LA, IYMSgLAXXA
Radical

Mastectomy
85.45-85.48 I YM9 I TR, I YM9 I TRXXA,

IYM9iTRXXE, IYMgIWP,
1 YMgI WPXXA,I YMg I WPXXE,
1 Y M92L AXXG, I YM 92LAXX F,

1 Y M9 2L AXXE, I Y M9 2LA P ME,
1 Y M92L APMF, I YM 9zLAPMG,
1 Y M92L ATPG, 1 YM 92LATPE,
I YM92LATPF, I YM92LAQFE,
1 YM92LAQFF, I YM92LAQFG,
I YMg2TRXXE, I YM92TRXXR
I YM92TRXXG, 1 YM92TRPME,
I YM92TRPMF, I YM92TRPMG,
1 YM92TRTPE, I YM92TRTPF,
I YMg2TRTPG, 1 YM92TRQFE,
I YMg2TRQFF, I YM92TRQFq
I YM92WPXXE, I YM92WPXXF,
1 YM92WPXXG, I YMg2WPPME,
I YM92WPPMF, ] YM92WPPMG,
1 YM92WPTPE, I YM92WPTPR
I YM92WPTPG, I YM92WPQFE,
r YM92WPQFF, I YM92WPQFG

Modifìed Radical
Mastectorny

85.43,95.44 IYMglLA,IYM91LAXXA,
IYM9ILAXXE

Reconstruction 85.7, 85.70-85.19,

85.8,85.80-85.89,
8s.3 3-85.3 6

1 YMSOLAPM, I YMSOLAPMA,
I YMSOLAPME, 1 YMSOLAPMF,
I YMSOLAPMG, I YM 80LAQF,



I YMSOLAQFG, I YMSOLAQFF,
TYMSOLAQFA,

1 YM 80LAQFE, 1 YM 80LATP,
] YMSOLATPG, 1 YMSOLATPF,
IYMSOLATPA,
I YMSOLATPE,I YMSOLA,
I YMSOLAXXG, I YMSOLAXXF,
I YMSOLAXXA, I YMSOLAXXE,
I YM88LAPM, I YMSSLAPMG,
r YMSSLAPMn I YMSSLAPME,
1YM88LAQF,1YM88LAQFR
I YMSSLAQFG, I YMSSLAQFGE,
1 YM88LATP, 1 YMSSLATPG,
1 YMSSLATPF, 1 YMSSLATPFE,
I YMSSLAXXF, 1 YMSSLAXXG,
I YMSSLAXXE, 1 YMgOLAXXG,
] YMgOLAXXF, I YMgOLAXXE,
IYMgOLAPM, lYMgOLAPMG,
1 YMgOLAPMF, 1 YM9OLAPME,
I YMgOLATP, I YMgOLATPG,
I YM90LATPF, I YM9OLAQF,
I YM90LAQFc, I YM90LAQFF,
l YM90LAQFE
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4.4 SAS Codes of Data Cleaning
ploc format;

agegrpff, classifli numerical values of diagnosis age into 3 categories
$inc96-$inc03, assign incorre quintile according to post code at diagnosis
mothdiff, classifo the numerical values of the difference between the first

diagnosis date and otlier diagnosis dates into 4 categories
$rnothdiffl, descript full name of 'rnothdiff'
$nodord, ranl< the nodal stages, no grouping
$ploccci, classify ICDI0 procedure codes to each surgery group

$procd, classify ICDS procedure codes to each surgery group

$plocgp, descript full narne ofsurgery procedures

$regfl classify RHAs into four regions

$rhaf, assign RHA codes Income codes according to post code at diagnosis
$stage, classify patlrology summary stage

$staord, rank the surllnlary stage, no groLrping

$tuord, rank the tumour stages

wk, classify numelical values of wait times into 5 categories
yr, classifo numerical values of survival times into 3 categories

value agegrpff
0-<49 :'00'
50-<69 :'50'
7O-high :'J)t';

value mothdiff
0 :'0'
l-89 : '3'

90-< 180 :'6'
I 80-high :'9'.

value $mothdiff]
'0' :'Sarne Date'

'3':'<3 Mths'
'6':'3-<6 Mfhs'

'9' :'>6 Mths',
value $nodord

'n0' : I

'nl ' :2
'rìla' :3
'nlb' :4
'liZ' : 5

Otlier :0;



value $proccci
,2MD7 lLA' :'1'
'1 yMgTDA"'l yMg7GB"',l yMg7LA,,'l yMgTLAXXA"'l yMgTuT'
'i YK87LA"'I YKSTLAXXA"'1 YKSTLAXXB"'i YKSTLAXXE' :' 2'
'1 MD87LA"'I MD89LA"'I MDS9LAXXA"'1 MDS9LAXXE"
,]MD89LAXXF"'1MD89LAXXG"'l MD89LAXXN' :' 3'
'1YM89LA"'IYMS9LAXXA' :,4'
'IYM9ILA"'lYM9iLAXXA"'lYM9lLAXXE' :'5'
' 1 YMgI TR"'I YM91 TRXXA"' 1 YM9 I TRXXE',
'I YM9I WP"'I YM9I WPXXA"'I YM91 Vy'PXXE"
'I YM92LAXXG', ' I YM92LAXXF','I YM92LAXXE',
'1 YMg2LAPME"' I YMg2LAPMF',' i YM92LAPMG"
' 1 YM92LATPG"' I YMg2LATPE"' I YMg2LATPF"
'i yM92LAQFE"'1YM92LAQFF"'I yM92LAQFG',

'I YM92TRXXE"' I YM92TRXXF"'I YM92TRXXG"
' 1 YM92TRPME"' I YMg2TRPMF"'I YM92TRPMG',
'1 YM92TRTPE',' I YMg2TRTPF"'I YM92TRTPG"
'1 yM92TRQFE"' i yM92TRQFF"' I yM92TRQFG',

' I YM92WPXXE"' 1 YM92WPXXF"' 1 YMg2WPXXG"
' I YM92WPPME"' i YM92WPPMF"' I YM92WPPMG"
,1 YM92WPTPE"' 1 YM92WPTPF"'I YMg2WPTPG"
'l yMg2wpQFE"'l yMg2wpQFF"'l yMg2WpQFG' :, 6'
, 

1 SZ87 L A"' 1 SZ87 L AXX A"' 1 S Z\J L AXX E"' I SZ87 L AXXF 

"'1 YMSOLAPM"'I YMSOLAPMA"'I YMSOLAPME"'I YMSOLAPMF"
'l yMg0LApMG"'1 yMg0LAQF"'l yMgOLAQFG"'l yMS0LAQFF"
'l yM80LAQFA" '1 yMgOLAQF"'l yMgOLAQFG"'i yMg0LAQFF"
' 1 

yM 80LAQFA"' l yM 8OLAQFE"' I yM g0LATp,,' I yM 8OLATPG"
' I YM SOLATPF',' I YM SOLATPA"' I YM SOLATPE"' 1 YM 8OLA"
' 1 YMSOLAXXG"' I YMSOLAXXF"' I YMSOLAXXA"' 1 YMSOLAXXE"
' 1 YM88LAPM"' I YMSSLAPMG"' I YMSSLAPMF"' 1 YMSSLAPME"
' I yMg gLAQF"' I yMggLAQFF"' I yMgSLAQFG"' I yMggLAQFGE"
' I YM 88LATP"' 1 YM 8 SLATPG',' 1 YM 88LATPF"' ] YM8 SLATPFE"
' 1 YMSSLAXXF"' I YMSSLAXXG"' I YM8 SLAXXE"' 1 YMgOLAXXG"
' I YMgOLAXXF"' I YM90LAXXE"' 1 YM9OLAPM"' 1 YMgOLAPMG"
' 1 YM90LAPMF"' I YM9OLAPME"' ] YMgOLATP"' i YMgOLATPG"
'l yMgOLATPF','l yMg0LAQF','l yMg0LAQFG" 'l yMgOLAQFF"
'1YM90LAQFE' :,J'
other :'00':

value $procd
'4029', :' 1'

'8520"',9521"',9522"'9523"'9525' :, 2'
'403"'4057', :' 3'
'9541"',9542', :, 4'



'9543"'9544'

'8545', ,',9546', ,',9547', ,'9549'
'957"',957 O', -'9579"'95 g"'95 g0'-'95 gg"'953 3'_'953 6'

other

value $procgp
' 1' 'Sentinel Lymph Node Biopsy'
'2' 'Segmental rnastectomy'
'3' 'Axillary node dissection'
'4' 'Sinrple nrastectorly'
'5' 'Modified radical mastecotrny'
'6' 'Radical mastectorny'
'J' 'Reconstruction'
'00' 'Other''

value gregff

'i 0' :'Winnipeg'

'90','80','70' :'North'

'60"'45"',30', :'west'
'40' ,'30' ,'25', ,'2O':'East'

:'5'
-o
_t-l

:'00';

Other

value $staord

'0' :l
t: r| -z
'iia' :3
'iib' :4
'iiia' : 5

'iiib' :6
'iv' :7
other : 0;

value $stage

'0'

'i'
'iia','iib'
'iiia','iiib',
'iv','yiv'
other

value $tuord

't0' : I

'tis' :2
'tl" 'tl mic' : 3

:'Stage 0'
: 'Stage I'
:'Stage 2'

'iiic' :'Stage 3'

='Stage 4'
I,



'tla':4
'tlb':5
'tlc':6
't2' : J
t¿al 

- 
OLJ -Ò

't4' :9
'f4a' : 10

't4b'-- 11

't4c' :12
't4d' : 13

other: 0;

value wk
0 -<14:' <2weeks'
14-<28:'2 - 4 weel<s'

28-< 56: '4 - 8 weeks'
56-< 84 :'8 -12 weeks'
84-high:' >12 weeks';

value yr
0 -< 5 :'( 5 years'

5 -< 10:'5-10 years'

l0-high:'>l0years';

{'select the Cohoft from Decem ber 2006 Dataset

data cohort_list;
set data-06(0""0:i?il;'r#3;'ilåddt sex pcad sratus nopn prs pns pss sot

where:((( substr(icd9,l,3¡:'1 J4' or icdg :'2330') OR
(substr(icd I 0,1 ,3) : 'C50' OR substr(icd I 0, 1 ,3) : 'D05'))
AND (l 995<:year(ddÐ<:2003) a¡d (sex='F')
AND (substr(pcad,l ,I ):'R')));

dy:year(ddt)
rull,

*Updut" Death Date

data data_}7;

set data_O7;

status 1:status;

dthdrl:drhdt;
keep upi uti dthdtl statusl;
rutl;
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ploc soft data:data_}71,

by upi uti ;

rLIII;

proc sort data: cohort_list;
by upi uti;

run;

data upcoholt;

rnerge cohort_list (in:rnl) data_07 (in:m2);
by upi Lrti;

ifrnl ;

rull;

data upcohortl;
set upcohort;

if status I ^: ' ' theu status2:stafus I ;

else status2:statust;
if drhdtI ^:. rhen dthdr2:dthdrI ;

else dthdt2:dthdr;
if dthdt^:ddt;
drop dthdt status dthdtl statusl ;

f Ln't;

data upcoholt2;
set upcohortl ;

dthdt:dthdt2;
status:status2;

drop dthdt2 status2;

rLIII;

*select One Tumour Per Wornan

data tum;

set upcohort2;

dropflag:0;
label dropflag:'Reason for dropping tumour';

run;

proc sorl data: tum;

by upi ddt;

rull;
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data dxdf;
set tum;

by upi ddt;

retain firstddt 0;

format fi rstddt yymrndd 1 0. ;

firstcr:first. upi;

Iastcr:last. upi;

firstdx:first.ddt;
lastdx:last.ddt;
if (first.upi) or (ddt:firstddt) then diÊpur(0,mdiff.);

e lse diff=pLrt(ddt-fi rstddt,rnothd iff.);
if fi rst.upi then fi rstddt:ddt;
format d iff $rnothdiffl . ;

staord : put(pss,staord.);

norod : put(pns,nodord.);

tuord : put(pts,tuord.);

format firstddt yymndd I 0.;
rull;

proc soft data:dxdf;
by upi;

run;

* If the diagnosis date (ddQ is greater than 6 months after the first ddt
) remove the later tumours.(dropflag:l;

data removel dlopl;
set dxdf;
if diff^:'9'then outpr"rt removel,

else do;

dropflag:l;
ontput drop I ;

end;

rul-t;

data rnultl;
set remove I ;

by upi;
if (^fìrst.upi or ^last.upi);

rul.t;

proc sort data:multl;
by upi ddt;

rull;



proc sort data:multi,
by upi descending staord;

ru l't;

*Check the pathological summary stages (pss), if both pss ar.e known and
different)rerrove the tuurours with the lower stage.(dropflag:2),

data drop2;

set lnultl;
by upi;

retain prestaord;

if fi rst.upi then prestaord:staord;
else íf prestaord^:'0' & staord^:'O' then if prestaord^:staord then do;
dropflag:2;
output drop2;

end;

l'Ll l'ì;

proc sort data:remove I ;

by upi uti;
rllll;

data rernove2;

rìrerge reutovel (in:nrl) drop2 (in:m2);
by Lrpi uti;
if (^rn2);

rull,

proc sort data:remove2;
by upi uti;

ru l1;

data mult2;
set remove2;

by upi;

if (^first.upi or ^last.upi);
rull;

proc sort data:rnult2;
by upi ddt;

run;

proc sort data:mLrlt2;

by upi descending nodord;
[uu;
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+'Checkthe pathological nodalsfatus (pns), if both pns are known and different
)remove the tumours with lower pns.(dropflag:3)+l

data drop3;

set rnLrlt2;

by upi;

retain prenodord;

if fi rst.Lrpi then prenodord:nodord,
else if prenodord n:'0' & nodord ^:'0' then if prenodord ^:nodord then do
dropflag:3;
output drop3;

end;

run;

data remove3;

merge remove2 (in:m 1 ) drop3 (in:rn2);
by upi Lrti;

if (^rn2);

rul't;

proc soft data:remove3;
by upi uti;

rull;

data rnLrlt3;

set remove3;

by upi;

if nopn:' ' then nopn :'0';
if (^fi rst.upi or ^last.Lrpi);

rult;

ploc sort data:rnLrlt3 ;

by upi ddt;
rLIII;

ploc sort data:mult3;
by upi descending nopn,

rLIIl;

*Check the number of positive nodes (nopn), if one has higher positive nodes and
others have Iower or blallk)relrove tulnours with lowel/blank nopn.(dropfl ag:4);

data drop4;

set rnult3;

by upi;
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retain prevnpos;

if first.upi then prevnpos:nopu;
else if prevnpos^:rropr.r then do;

dropflag:4;
outpr-rt drop4;
end,

rLl l.t ;

data remove4;

melge reurove3 (in:rn l) drop4 (in:rn2);
by upi uti;
if (^m2);

rul.ì;

proc sort data:remove4;
by upi uti;

run;

data rnult4;

set remove4;

by upi;

if (^first.upi or ^last.upi);
rutl;

proc sort data:nult4;
by upi ddt;

rtnt;

proc sort data:rnult4;
by upi descending tuord;

rLu't;

*check the pathological tumour stage (pts), if pts are known and different)
remove tulnours with the lower pts.(dropflag:5);

data drop5;

set rnult4;

by upi;

retain pretuord;

if first.upi then pretuord:tLrord;

else if (pretuord^:tuord)&( tLrord^:'O') then do;
dropflag:5;
output drop5;
end;

rul'1,
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data remove5;

merge rernove4 (in:rn1) drop5 (in:rn2);
by upi uti;
if (^m2);

run;

proc soft data:rernove5;
by upi uti;

rUn;

data mLrlt5;

set remove5;

by Lrpi;

if (^first.upi or ^last.upi);
rull;

proc sort data:nrult5;
by upi ddt;

rull;

't'check size of tumour size(sot), if one tumour has a smaller size)remove
turnours with smaller size.(dropfl ag:6);

data mult5;
set mult5;
Iength nsize stsize endsize 4.;
if substr(sot, I ,I ):'c' then do;
stsize:indexc(sot,'0 I 23 45 67 89.');
ends ize :indexc(sot,' tn')-2;
nsize:put(substr(sot,sts ize,ends ize-sts ize+ I ),4.);
end;

else do;

sts ize:indexc(sot,'0 1 23 4 5 67 89 .');
endsize :indexc(sot,'c')- I ;

if stsize:O then nsize:O:
else do;

if endsize:- I then endsize :length(sot);

rrs ize:put(s ubstr(sot,stsize,endsize-st size+ l),4.);
end;

end;

format nsize 4.2;

l'ult,

proc sort data:uiult5;



by upi descending tuord descending nsize;
rU I];

data drop6;

set rnult5;

by upi;
retain pretuord prevnsiz ;

if first.upi then do;

prevnsiz:nsize;
pretuord:tuord;

end;

else if (pretuord ^:'2'& tuord^:'2') then if (prevnsiz^:nsize) then do;
dropflag:6;
output drop6;

end,

run;

data remove6;

merge rernove5 (in:ml) drop6 (in:rn2);
by upi uti;
if (^m2);

fult;

proc soft data:remove6;
by upi ddt;

rur'ì;

data rnult6;
set remove6;

by upi;
if (^first.upi or ^last.upi);

rull;

proc sort data=rnult6;

by upi ddt;
ru ll,

* Randornly select one tumour Ieft fr.om the above steps.(dropfl ag:j);
data dropT;

set mult6;
by upi;

length numb prevnumb 4.;

retain prevnurnb;

if first.upi then do;



numb:put( I 0'''ranuni( I 0),3.0);
prevnumb:numb,

end;

else numb:prevnumb+l;
run,

data dropT;

set dropT(where:(mod(n Lrmb,2):0));
dropflag:7;

rult;

data alldrop;
set dropl drop2 drop3 drop4 drop5 drop6 dropT;

rull;

data merdrop;

set alldrop (keep:upi cldt uti dropflag);
rU lt;

proc sort data: tum;
by upi ddt uti;

rurl;

proc sort data:nrerdrop;
by upi ddt uti;

rull;

data brcamult error,
melge tum (in:m l) merdrop (in:rn2);
by upi ddt uti;
if ml then olrtput brcamult;
else output error;

run;

*Create Scrambled Uniqr-re Personal Identifier

data getphin;

set brcarnult;

where dropflag: 0;

keep upi uti rnphin ddt ;

rutl;

data nophin fndphin;
set getplrin;
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if mphin : " theu outprrt nophin;
if rnphin ^: " theu output firdphin;

rLIII;

data studynurn;

set fndphin;
supi : _n_;

ru lt;

*Attach Infonnation on Tërmination of Coverage

proc sort data: studynum,
by supi;

t'u ll;

proc sort data: cov_mh;

by supi;

ru ll;

data cohort2;

lnerge studynurn (in:m l) cov_urh (in:m2);
by supi;

if ml;
rull;

* Attach Treatment I nforrnation

data txmt;
set txmt (keep:upi uti ticdg ticd I 0 tdate);
tdFinput(tdate,date9.) ;

txyr:year(tdt);
format tdt yyrnmddI0.;
drop tdate;

txploc : put(ticd9,$procd.);
txprocci:put(ticd I 0,$proccci.);
if txproc^ :'00' thell txpc=txpr.oc;else txpc:txprocci;
keep upi uti txpc tdt;

rult;

proc sort data:txrnt;
by upi uti;

rult;

pl'oc sort data: cohort2;



by upi uti;
run;

data cr txmt;
rnerge cohort2(in:rn I ) txmt (in:rn2);
by upi Lrti;

ifrnl;
ru ll,

*select the First Surgery for Each Wolnarl

data surg;

set cr txmt;
if txpc in (' l','2','3','4','5','6','7');

l'ull;

data crflags;

set surg;

if txpc in ('4',' 5',' 6') then trastx: I; else mastx:0;
if txpc :' I'then slnbx: 1; else slnbx:0;
if txpc in ('3)then andx: l; else andx:0;
iftxpc:'2'theu segx: 1; else segx: 0;

if txpc : '7' then l'ecollx : I ; else reconx : 0;

wait_surg I : abs(tdt-ddt)/7;
l'uu;

proc sort data:crflags or-rt:use;

by upi wait_surgl;
run;

data ana_cohoft;

set use,

by upi wait_surgl;
if first.upi ;

ru ll;

data onerec;

set use;

by upi;

retain andxl mastxl segxl slnbxl reconxl;
if first.upi then do

andxl : 0;

mastxl = 0;

segxl:0;
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slnbxl :0;
reconxl : 0;

end;

ifandx: I then andxl : i;
if slnbx : 1 then slnbxl : 1;

if mastx: I then urastxl : l;
ifsegx: I then segxl: l;
ifreconx : 1 then reconxl : 1l

if last.upi;

keep Lrpi andxl mastxl segxl slnbxl reconxl;
run;

proc sorl data:onerec;
by upi;

rllll;

proc soft d¿1¿:¿¡1¡ cohoñ;
by upi;

run;

data ana_cohortl,
merge onerec(in:m l ) ana_cohort(in:rn2);
by upi;

if nil;
ru 11,

4.5 SAS Codes of Defining Variables

*D.firl" Variables

data inc;

set ana_cohortl;
rha:put(pcad, $rha04f.);
region:put(rha, $regff.);
urbrha:0;
if rha in ('l 0','l 5') then ulbrha: I ;

label urbrha:' I :WPG/BRAN';

if year(ddt) in (1995, I996) then income:pur((pur(uLbrha,l .)llpcad),$inc96.);
if year(ddt): 1 997 then income:put((pur(urbrha, I .)llpcad),$ inc97 .);
if year(ddt):l 998 then income:pur((put(urbrha, i.)llpcad),$inc9g.);
if year(ddt):l 999 then income:put((pur(urbrha, I .)llpcad),$inc99.);
if year(ddt):2000 then income:put((pur(urbrha, l .)llpcad),$inc00.);
if year(ddt):200I then income:pur((put(urbrha, I .)llpcacl),$incO I .);
if year(ddt)=2002 then incorne:pur((pur(urbrha, 1 .)l jpcad),$ inc02.);



if year(ddt):2003 then income:pur((put(urbrha, l.)llpcad),$inc03.);
stage:put(pss, $stage. );
if inconte in ('Rl','R2','R3','R4','R5') then urban:0;

else if incoure in ('U I ','LJ2','u3','lJ4','U5') then urban: I ;

else urban:";
keep upistage income region dage doc roc dthdt status wait surgr urban;

rL¡I-I;

4.6 SAS Codes of the Waiting Time Analysis
{'Progrurrl of Wait Time Analysis

data wait times;
set inc;

agegrp:put(dage, agegrpff.);
if tdt>'31dec03'd then do;

censor:0;
wait_surg:abs('3 I dec03' d-ddt) 17 ;

end;

if tdt<:'3 I dec03'd then do;

censor:1;
wait_s u rg:abs(tdt-ddÐ/7 ;

end,

if wait_strrg:O then wait_zero:l;
else wait_zero:0;

keep stage ilrcolne region agegrp censor wait_surg urban;
rul.t;

proc freq;

tables wait zero;

rul.t;

data wait times;

set wait_times;
if wait zero:O;

rull;

proc freq;

tables andxl mastxl segxl slnbxl reconxl censor r.vait surg agegrp stage income
region /list rnissing:

format wair_surg wk.;
rull;

proc lifetest data= wait_times outsul'v:a method:krn plots:(s) ;
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time wait_surg*censor(0);
titlel 'Kaplan-Meier Estimates of the Survivor Function';

run;

proc print data:a;

rull;

proc lifetest data: wait times method:km plots:(s) ;

strata agegrp;

time wait_sr-rrgx censor(O);

titlel 'Waiting Tinre Curves for Age Group';
ru lt;

proc lifetest data: wait times rnethod:krn plots:(s) ;

wlrere Stage^:"'
strata stage;

time wait_sr,lrg* censor(O);

titlel "Waitiug Tirne Curves for Stage',
synrboll v:llone color:blue Iine:l ;

symbo12 v:l.loue color:red line:2;
symbol3 v:uoue color:green line:l 0;
syrnbo14 v:noue color:purple Iine:l 0;
syrnbol5 v:none color:yellow line:l 0;

ru lt;

proc lifetest data: wait times method:krn plots:(s) ;

where l'€giott^:' ''

strata region,

time wait_surg* ceusor(0);
titlel 'Waitiug Tirne Curves for Region,;

run;

proc lifetest data:wait times method:km plots:(s);
where urban^:";
strata urban;

time wait_surg'o censor(0);
titlel 'Waiting Tirne Curves for Urban and Rural';

rult;

4.7 SAS Codes of the Survival TimeAnalysis
* P.ogru,r, of the Survival Analysis

data inc I ;

set inc;
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if stage:'Stage I'then stagel : 1;else stagel:0;
if stage:'Stage 2'then sf.age2: l;else stage2:O;
if stage:'Stage 3'then stage3 : l;else stage3:0;
if stage:'Stage 4'then stage4: l;else stage4:O;

rUll;

data surv_ana;

set inc I ;

if (status:'d'and dthdt^:.) then do ;

s urv:(dtlidt - ddt) I 3 6 5 .2 5 ;

censor:1,
end;

if (status:'a'and doc^:. ) then do ;

if roc:'2'then do;

s Lrrv:(doc-d dt) I 3 65 .25 ;

censor: I ;

end;

else do;

surv:(doc-d dt)13 65.25 ;

censor:0,
end;

end;

if (status:'a'and doc :.) fhen do ;

surv:('3 0JUN07'D-ddÐ/3 65 .25 :

censor:0;
end;

sLrrv:abs(surv);

wait_surg:wait_surg I ;

keep stage region sllrv censor wait_sr-rrg dage stagel -stage4 urban;
l'ult;

proc I ifetest data:surv_ana method:km,
strata wait_zero;

tilne surv*censor(O);

titlei 'Survivor Curves for Wait zero'l
rult;

proc I ifetest data:s ulv_an a method:kni p lots:(s, I s) ;

tilne surv*censor(0);

titlel'Kaplan-Meier Estimates ofthe Survivor. Function':
rlll'l,

proc lifetest data: surv_ana method:km plots:(s,lls) ;



where stagen:"'
strata stage;

time surv+ censor(0);

titlel 'Survival Curves for Cancer Stage';

l'u11,

proc lifetest data: surv_alla method:km plots:(s) ;

where regiot.t^:"'
strata region;

tirne survt' censor(0);

titlel 'Survival Curves for Region';
rull;

proc lifetest data: sul'v_arra rrethod:krn plots:(s) ;

where l' u^:rr'
strata r u,

tilne surv* censor(O);

titlel 'Survival Curves for Urban and Rural',
rLIIl,

ploc Iifetest data: sulv_ana method:krn plots:(s) ;

wlrere ilrcome in ('U I',' U2',' lJ3',' IJ 4',' lJ 5');

strata urban;

tirne surv* censor(0);

titlel 'Survival Curves for Iucome within Urban,,
rult;

proc lifetest data: surv_ana rnethod:krn plots:(s) ;

where iucolne in ('Rl','R2','R3','R4','R5');
strata urban;

time surv* censor(0);
titlel 'Survival Curves for Illcome witllin Rural';

l'lil],

proc phreg data: surv_ana;

modeI surv+censor(O): wait_sulg /ties=breslow riskliurits;
title'Cox Regression Model with Wait srrrr'':

TLIN;

proc phreg data: surv_ana;

model surv*censor(O): dage /ties:breslow risklirnits;
title 'Cox Regression Model with Diagnosis Age';

rut.ì;



proc phreg data: surv_ana;

model surv'N cell sor(O):dage stage I -stage4 /ties:bres low riskl im its ;

title'Cox Regression Model with Diagnosis Age and Stage';
l'Lr ll;

proc phreg data: surv_ana;

modeI surv*censol'(0): stageI -stage4 /ties:breslow riskIimits .

title'Delete Diagnosis Age from Cox Regression Model';
rul't;

proc phreg data: surv ana;

model surv*censor(O): dage /ties:breslow risklimits ;

title'Delete Cancer Stage from Cox Regression Model';
rull;

data stage_O I stage_1 2 stage_23 stage_34;

set surv_ana;

if stage in ('Stage 0','Stage l') then output stage_01;
if stage in ('Stage l','Stage 2') then output stage_|2;
if stage in ('Stage 2','Sfage 3') then output stage_23;
if stage in ('Stage 3','Stage 4') then output stage_34;

rul.l;

*Compare stageO and stagel;
data stage_O1 1;

set stage_O I ;

if stage :'Stage I' then stageO_l :l ;else stageO_l:0;
l'un;

proc phreg data:stage_01 l;
model survt'censor(0): dage stageO_l ;

title'Comparison of StageO and Stagel';
label stageO_l:'l if stagel';

run,

*Cmpare stagel and stage2;

daia stage_121;

set stage_12;

if stage ='Stage 2'then stagel 2:ì;else stagel 2:0,
rul-ì;

proc plrreg data:stage _1 21 ;

model surv*censor(0): dage stagel_2 ;

title'Comparision of Stagel and Stage2';



label stagel_2:'1 if stage2'

run;

*Compare stage2 ancl stage3;

data stage_231,

set stage 23;

if stage:'Stage 3'then stage2_3:l;else stage2 3:0;
rul'1,

proc plrreg data:stage _23 1 ;

model surv*censor(0): dage stage}_] ;

title 'Comparision of Stage2 and Stage3';
label stage2_3:'l if stage3';

rul.t;

t'Compare stage3 and stage4;

data stage_341;

set stage_34;

if stage :'Stage 4' then stage3_4:1 ;else stage3_4:0;
l'Llll;

proc phreg data:stage_34 1 ;

nrodel surv*censol(0): dage stage3_{ ;

title'Cornpalision of Stage3 and Stage4';
label stage3_4:'l if stage4';

run;

*Estimation of survivor function;
proc phreg data:surv_ana;

modeI surv*ceusor(0): dage stage I -stage4 /ties:bresIow riskliurits;
baseline out:a sulvival:s logsurv:ls loglogs:lls ;

title'Estimation of the Survivor Functions';
rU l.l;

proc print data:a;
rul'ì;

*Check goodness-of-fit for the PH assumption by weighted Schoenfeld residuals;
proc phreg data: surv_ana,

model surv'.censor(O):dage stage I -stage4 /ties:bres low risk I iul its;
output otlt:c WTRESSCH:schdxage schstagel schstage2 schstage3 schstage4;
title'Weighted Schoenfeld Residuals';

rul.t;



proc gplot data:c;
syrnbol value:dot interpol:none color:blue,
plot schdxage*surv schstagel *surv schstage2*surv schstage3*surv schstage4*surv

lvref:0 ;

title'Plots of Weighted Schoenfeld Residuals Versus Survival Times',
rLln;
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